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PREFACE

report is one of a series resulting from research under Contract /.
C-0588 Evaluation of the ,Predictive 'Validity of the Literacy Assess-

. This research is sponsored by the Office of the Assistant Secretary
wer, Reserve*Affairs, and Logistics), Directorate for Accession Policy.

he technical monitox for this work. Data for norming the LAB were
e Valentine and Mr. John Mathews, Air Force Hu,mn Resources

Force Base, Texas.- Data analysis support was provided by the -- -
power Data Center (DMDC) in Alexandria, 'Virgird. anti Monterey,
of these 'individuals And organizations in the conduct of this
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researchi greatly Apprec'atla. . .1,/
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

As a part of a continuing program of research to improve selection and classifidation
testing in the military, the OASD(M&RA) sponsored research during Project 100,000
that indicated that the assessment of auding (listening) skill contributed s_ ignificantly to -

the ability to identify the more capable job. performers among personnel in Mental Cate.
gory IV. Subsequent work,,sponsored by the Air Force, produced a theoretical model
of the relationship of aiding to reading skills that suggested reasons why audihg assess:,
ment might contribute to the pradictipn of job performance among lower-aptitud , ,

personnel.
There were two'reasons: first; many,lower-aptitude perions are unskilled readers,

and the ASVAB tests, which demand reading skills for successful performance, cannof
discriminate, among the poor readers, between those with poor oral language compre-

-hension skills and those with relatively well-de'veloped oral language skills but who have
problems with written language. An auding test makes the detection gtf such persons
Possible. 'Second, job skills and knowledges Can often be learned through watching and
listening. Readirig"sidlls may play a minor role in the accomplishment of many job tasks,
but auding comprehension is required for performing. even the most routine tasks (e.g.,
verbal orders must be followed). Auding assessment helps identify persons with reason-
ably well developed oral language comprehension skills who can learn to perform job
tasks through observation and listening.

The theoretical work on auding and reading suggested that, in the typical case,
reading skills' are based upon preexisting ability-to comprehend oral language, Pre-
school children/and illiterate adults generally have some degree of oral language skill
prior to learning to read. Then, in learbing to read, they close the gap between, oral
and written language comprehension abilities. Based On these ideas, the Air Voice
Human Resources Laboratory sponsored additional research that produced a Literacy
Assessment Battery (LAB) designed to assess the "gap" between a person's auding and
reading skills. However, the LAB test was developed onl§ in an experimental form,
and was not normed on a sample of young adults like those who apply for military
service, nor was the effectiveness of the LAB as a selection and.clissification tool
evaluated.

PROBLEM

The present research was conducted to (1) produce. normative data for the. LAB,
and (2) evaluate the LAB as a potential supplement to thee Aimed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery for use as a selection and classification instrument.

k

APPROACH
. f . -.. ...

:- - - .
To determine the distribution of auding and reading skills in Me Poptilation that

applies for military service, Mathews, Valentine, and Sellman (1978) administered
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the' LAB test to O er 4509 applicants for service as a part of research to study reading
skills of applicants or military service. .

The present research h analyzed the LAB data obtained by Mathews et al., to develop
normative data for the \LAB, arid to relate scores on the LAB to other literacy tests and
composite scores of the SVAB. Additional , the LAB and other literacy and aptitude
data were merged with d to on qualificatio status, attrition, and paygrade attained
contained in the compute data files of the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC).
Thealatter data served as t e criteria ,for evaluating the predictive validity of the LAB
arid the AFQT composite om the ASVAB. 6.

4'

41-

MAJOR FINDINGS

(1) Normative data r 'orac and literac skills. Cbnsistent with the
theoretical model it was found that:

41. ' Auding and reading ar ..highly correlated (.73 for LAB Auding and. Read- '
ing Paragraphs) indicate' g that people who are unskilled at reading hre the
least skilled in comprehe ding oral language; also,/,, -
The dower the reading sir' the more likely one is to find people who
comprehend-bettei by au g than by reading; however, overall, across the
full range a reading skills in the norming population, except the tie
lowest levels, people tended t perform better by reading than by aiding.
This suggests that for the maj rity of poor readers who apply for military
service, literacy problems are a companied by oracy problems (low oral
language vocabulary and low ab 'ty to process orally presented material).

(2) Predicting, qualification status, a lion, and promotion. The predictive
validity study obtained results showing the val of the LAB for:

Predicting qualification status. The LAB total score correlated almost
as'well with Qualification status (qu ified vs. not-qualified for military
service) as did the AFQT, which-was ctually used in determining' the quali-
fication status, reflecting to a large ex nt, the fact that both the LAB tnd
AFQT assess language mid reading kno ledge and skills (AFQT-and LAB
Total scores correlate-.71).

Predicting attrition. The prediction of tion from military service was
performed separately for attrition in 'months; which reflects
the learning dernds of initial entry job training and orientation; and
months 7 through 30, which reflec period of job performance in which
copfitivelskills are stressed onally, months to attrition was
used asa criterion fdttliat subp ulation which in fact attrited. Results ;

supported the hypothesis that ding oracy skills to the literacy skills
assessedsby the AFQT,Ivfould prove' the accuracy of selection and classi-
fication procedures. Though no case were correlations very large, none-.
the-less in three out of the', our predictive validity evaluations,the'LAB
Auding Paragraphs.subtest mergedas the best LAB subtest to supplement

. the ANT,-and increased he validity of the-AFQT two or threefold in
piedic attrition from he military in the first SO months. ,
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Predicting promotion Ipaygrade achieved). Education level emerged as the
best single predictor of paygrade achieved, no doubt reflecting the practice
across the Services of using education level as one criterion for promotion'
to higher rank. The LAB Auding Paragraphs test once again emerged as the
best LAB subtest to supplement the AFQT in predicting paygrade.

CONCLUSIONS

.Understanding the nature of literacy and the relationships of literacy to aptitude
\assessment can lead to improvements in selection and classification. Continued explora-

tion of the Literacy Assessment Battery (LAB) as a selection and classification supple-
ment to the ASVAB should be undertaken to predict success in training schools where
the demands for learning by oracy and literacy skills are higher than on-the-job. For
training settings, criterion measures, fer example, end -of- course grades, are more likely
to reflect the types of cognitive skills assessed- by the LAB and ASVAB subtest and' .
composites than do the behavioral factors that make up the majority of the reasons

/given for attrition from the military. With a greater correspondence among the skills
and knowledges represented in, the predictor and criterion variables, predictive validity

/ should-increase.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

A

Applicluits for military service, must meet the standards for enlistment established
by Congress, the Department of Defense and each of the armed services. In addition to
educational selection standards, applicants must also meet the criteria established for
performance on the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB).

However, even though the ' ASVAB is at the state-of-the-alt as a personnel selection
and job classification'instrument, there are indications that some applicants whose per-
formance an the ASVAB disqualifies them from service could, if given the opportunityt
successfully complete a job training program and be productively utilized in a duty posi-
tion. This was evidenced in the late 1960s when, under Project 100,000, several hundred
thousanci individuals were enlisted whose aptitude scores were well below the s dards
then in exist4rice. While; as a group, these "-new standards' ersormel did not earn as.
well (Fos, -Taylor, and Caylor, 1969), and did not perform as I on job knowledge and
job sample performance tests as did higher aptitude groups (Vinebe Sticht, Taylor, and

. Caylor,*1971), literally tens of thousands learned and performed well as service mem-
bers whose aptitude scores .Wet the higheestandards of the pre- and post-Project 100,000
periods.

c
APTITUDE AND LITERACY IN SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION

The Project.100,000 research, and numerous other studies conducted by the various
research and developMent.offices of the armed services (see the annual proceedings of the
Military Testing Association), have aimed to improve the, selection and classification
accuracy of the ASVAB to more effectively draw upon and utilize what is becoming a
shrinking work force. Military :rninpower analysts report that population figures indicate
a reduction in the population of people aged 17 to 24 from 13% in 1975 to.8% in 1985
(Canter, 1978). It is, therefore, in the interest of the armed services tofind ways to
assess more carefully the capabilities of this shrinking youth population so that selection
and classification decisions are not wasteful of scarce human resources.

Compounding the problems arising from a reduction in the youth population from
which. the military typically-obtains nevi personnel are reports that the literacy (verbal
and mathematics).akilla of this shrunken population are lower today than during the
mid-sixties and earliek (Waters, 1981). While the operational consequences of this
reported decline are uncertain; the new forms of the ASVAB (Forms 8, 9,.and ro)
implemented in October-980 were designed to (1) more accurately estimate ability,
Particularly in the,lower test score range, and (2) provide a better measure of literacy
(Report to the House and Senate Committees on 'Armed Services, OASD(MRA&L),
December 31, 1980).

The latter report goes on to indicate further the importanceof literacy, in the form
of reading, to the selection and classification process. First, with regard to-the'ASVAB
itself, the report notes that -", . . portions of the new ASV,AB were designed t&provide
a better measure of reading skills thawtests previously used. Because ASVAB 8,'9,-and ,

,,,10
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10 have a high degree of correlation with commercial reading tests, they improve DoD's #

ability to screen out applicants with margina1,literacy skills." ,(p. 7). Table 13 of this
report shows that correlations of ASVAB Forms 6 and 7 with general reading are in the ..

.66 to .79 range. Mathews, Valentine, and Sellman (1978) reported a multiple-cOrrela-.
tion between three ASVAB subtests (Word Knowledge, _General* Science, Numerical
Operations) and reading of .86 (p. 10).

The.iinportance Of reading to selection and classification is further evidenced through
direct examination of sample ASVAB items that are available for public examination.
For ASVAB Form 5, there are 12 group-administered tests of which 10 require reading
of words, sentences, numerals and arithmetic operator symbols (+,,-, x, +). Thus, read-
ing is a component of practically all of the subtests comprising the ASVAB Forth 5,
and the new ASVAB increases this use of reading by dropping the Space Perception Rib-
test and including the Paragraph Comprehension subtest.

The OASD(MRA&L) report to Congress also points out that, whereas in the past
the ASVAB has been primarily validated as a predictor. of trainability, and,henCe it has
been validated against criteria of success in training, there is ,a new effort to validate the.
''ASVAB as a predictbr of job performance. For training programs, and increasingly for
job performance, the criteria of success have included perfOrmance on paperand-pentil
tests that require literacy skills. For instance, the Army has initiated the use of Skill
Qualification Tests (SQTs).which assest job proficiency using both written and hands-on
performance components. Research that influenced the policy decision to develop SQTs
indicated that, averaged over four Army jobs, general reading. ability correlated abbut .50
with the paper-and-pencil test component and .33 with the hands-on compohent (Sticht,
1972, p. 291). More'recent data correlating operational SQT'performance with deperal
reading confirni these earlier findings (Miller, Ny4m, and' Hicks,' 9,80).

In summary, it is clear that literacy is afcon that is related 'the business'of
selection and classification Dot. First, there is concern that the teracy skill.4 of the
youth population from which new recruits are drawn are decl Second, the ASVAB
requires readlhg as a necessary but not sufficient information p cessing skill for perform-
ance beyond random guessing. Third, the ASVAB is, more andlnore being validated as
a selection and classification instrument against job proficiency priteria that contain

,. literacy skills as components'for performance. Paper- d-penaiLtest which were once
the criteria-for validating ASVAB tests in the training bas t end-of-course grades,
are now being developed to asses`s job proficiency-at the permanent duty station and
increasingly,are being used as factor in determining promotion to hither paygrades
(Army Regulation 600 -290,1 January 19$1). iiiteracy thus beconies a concept that is
common across predictor and criterion, Measures. .

Given the centrality of literacy in die development and validation of the ASVAB
as the DoD's primary selection and classification tool, it is important to hate as clear-
an understanding as is possible regarding (1) the nature of literacy and theole of
(literacy in aptitude assessment, and (2) the implications of such knowledg increas-
ing the size oflhe qtilizable work force for military accessions and the r ucti n of

attrition through the more accurate matching of the capabilities of ricru e requires
ments of military training programs and jobs.

Chapter 2 ofthis report presents an analysis of literacy and' discusses the tbleof
literacy in aptitude assessment.,

Chapter 3 summarizes research to develop a Literacy Assessment Battery'that was
based on the analysis of literacy outlined in Chapter 2.

'0 0
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.
In Chapter 4, a study is repo that explo(es the use of the Literacy Assessment

Battery as a selection and classificatio supp ent to the AgvAB. While this research
was conducted using ASVAB 'Forms 6 , and is therefore not directly applicable to
the new ASVAB 8119, and 10, the research, is useful as an exploratory project to deter-
mine if further developments along this linl of inquiry are warranted.

Finally, Chapter 5 presents a discussion of the findings and c'onceptippresented in
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 and draws implications of the present research for understanding
the concept of "aptitude" and the assessment of aptitude for more effective selection
and classification.
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Chapter 2

THE NATURE OF LITERACY

Intelligence, IQ, aptitude, and literacy are concepts that are intertwined in-ordinary
parlance. For instapce, a September 1980 article in Science magazine shows how these
concepts merge in common usage:

"Although the Army,' in common with everyone else who attacks aptitude
and IQ tests, insists that verbal skills and ability in handling written tests
are not necessarily indicators of how a person will actually function, this is
a debatable proposition. Literacy in the army is notorously low. For
example, a check at Fort Benning in 1976 revealed that 53 percene of the
enlistees had a 5th grade or lower reading ability. There are many experts
who regard literacy not just as one of many desirable skills, but as a 'funds-
mental indicator of mental ability." (Holden, 1980, p. 1099)

But it is not only in semi-popular writing that the concaitual commingling of
literacy and aptitude, intelligence, etc., is evidenced. In a technical report describing
correlations of reading test performance with Skill Qualification Test (SQT) scores
for several military occupational specialties (MOS), the fallowing discussion is found
of correlations among the written and hands-on components of th-SQT:

"The most important correlations are between Written Perant Correct (WPCT)
and reading test scores (.41, .40, and .46, for word knowledge, reading com-
prehension and reading level, respectively). This indicates a substantial rela-
tionship between reading ability and WPCT.

However, part of these correlations may be explained by a "g" factor ("gen-
eral ability" or "general intelligence") that relates to both written and hands-
on tests, rather than a special. reading factor.

(10ds-on percent correct) correlated about as much with the reading
test as with the WPCT, indicating some sort of "g" factor underlying all
three tests." (Miller, Nystrom, and Hicks, 1980)

Here, some sort of "general intelligence" factor is postulated to be "underlying"
the reading tests and written and hands-on components of the SQT, again illustrating
thOnterrelatedness among the concepts of literacy (reading), aptitude, and intelligence..

It seems clear, from the foregoing, that there is a need to. disentangle the.concepts
of intelligence, aptitude, verbal abilities, and literacy so that more aPp'ropriate assessment
of work force capabiliti-ea can be achieved. This is a more pressing concern when it is
recognized that literacy, but not aptitude or intelligence, is thought to be teachable and
learnable. Clearly, there wquld be impliations for defense accession policies, education,
and training if it should turn out otherwise.

quote does not necessarily represient the official position oY the Department of the Army.
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A D VELOPMENTALMODEL OF LITERACY

!Because of the centrality of the concept of literacy for selection,, classification,
training, and job performance in the raffitary, the OASD(M&RA), in 1968, initiated
research by the Human Resources Research Organization on the nature and uses of

,1
, -

literacy in military environments (Sticht, 1975). Early-dn in the conduct of that .-.-''''''''" - I
research,:

i
a rudimentary conception of the hierarchical, developmental relationships-'

among bertain basic adaptive processes, oral language, and reading waLartienlated
(Sticht, 1972). 'Tlli,s work 'was continued under the sponsorship-Ot the Air Force Human
Resources Labdratory and resulted in, the publication; of a more ally developed model

..
of the relationships among'basic \inforhiatibn prbcessing skills, oral and writteri-language

-and the contents of memory that are used to express or comprehend knowledge 43!'e-
sented in oral or written language (Sticht, Beck, Hauke, Kleiman, and James, 1974)..

The goal of the effort to construct a developmental model of literacy is to explain,
at a macro-level, how children who are born, as illiterates, into our literate culture,

that our society has come to expect citizens to perform. This includes, of course, the
acquire the knowledge and skills required to perform the vast numbers of literacy tasks

kinds of literacy tasks posed by the ASVAB or .any test of intelligence, aptitude, or
achievement that requires the use of graphic (printed; written) language and non-
language (e.g., -,.) symbols.

Figure 1 presents, in schematic forfa, an overview of the major concepts included
in the developmental model of literacy. Before addressing the'cletaiLs of the model,
several orienting comments regarding Figure 1 are in order. First, the figure is meant'
to portray a developmental.sequence when examined from left to right. The sequence
begins with the newborn infant, and goes through stage 4 in which literacy skills are
functional. The broad arrowhead on the far right is meant to imply continued devel-
opment over the lifespan. The development of literacy, language, and knowledge is a
lifetime activity. . , .

Examining Figure 1 frok top to- bottom, the top series of boxes are meant to
represent the environment in which the person exists. This is the environment "outside
the head." This external environment makes available information displays in the form
of structured energy (mechanical for hearing; electromagnetic for seeing) that the
person can explore and transform into internal representations of the external, informa-
tion. These internal representations are developed by the processes in the second series
of boxes labeled, on the far left,' Information Processes in Working°Memory. These
processes go on "inside the head," and merge information picked-up from -the external
information displays with information picked-up from the third series of boxes, labeled
on the far left al Long Term Membry. Thus, the processes in the working memory are
used to pick-up and merge information from outside the brain with information in
long term memory inside the brain to construct an internal representation of the world
as currently experienced, including the meaning of symboli0 information when this is
a major'domain of information being extracted from the external world at a given time.

At the top of Figure 1, there are referenced to four stages. Stage one refers to the
newborn infant who is considered to be innately endowed with the Basic Adaptive
Processes volved in sensory/perceptual Processes such as hearing and seeing, etc., .

motor mov ent, and cognition, including the processei needed to acquire information,
mentally ipulate it, store it in memory, form knowledge structures out of it (e.g.,.
images, facts, concepts, prinCipies, rules, and, after considerable experience in life,
large structures of subject matter areas such as mathematies, M0,8 Imowledgei etc.) and
retrieve and represent the information in various ways. In stage 1, these processes are
assumed to work more or less automatically without conscious control.

1
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Stage 2 represents the emergence of conscious control over information'pick-up
and manipulation. This active ptocess of attending to information distinguishes listening
from hearing, and looking from seeing, as information pick-up processes. Listening and
looking build internal representations that May be called images (though at times this
general term is divided into echoic and iconic images for listening and looking, respec-
tively). Images may also be constructed from data stored in long term memory. These
internal imaging processes are frequently assessed in aptitude tests as "spatial perception"
or "mechanical comprehension" in which it is necessary to mentally visualize and rotate
cog-and-gear assemblies to determine what effect this movement might have on some
other gear.

Stage 2 also introduces the concept of active or working memory, which is defined
by the occurrence of consciously controlled information processing activities. Working It
memory is a limited memory' that can easily be overloaded (e.g., attending to 2 or 3
things at once is difficultif not impossible -Many of the information processing activ-
ities the person acquires will be techniques to overcome active memory limits (e.g.,
repeating information to oneself keeps the information in active working memory until
it can be applied).

Stage 3 represents the detielopment of language processes out of earlier processes
and knowledge stored in long-term memory. In developing oral language, the listening
process is used in attending to spoken language to learn the words and grammar of
language. Thus, listening plus languaging, occurs simultaneously. This joint occurrence
is given the special name of ending. On the produc,tion side, the joint occurrence of
uttering (making sounds through the mouth) with the production of word fol.-nil-from the
language pool, and stringing the word forms together to make sentences using the rules
of grammar, prdduces the special process called speaking. Auding and speaking comprise
the oral language information reception and production skills Speaking is used to repre-
sent information that the person has in his or her mind "outside the head" and in the
acoustic medium, while auding is used to pick-up and decode speech information dis,
plays into knowledge in the mind of the listener.

In stage 4, the information processing skills.oflaoking and marking are used to
learn a representational system which' in many respects, represents the spoken language
in a different mediumAghtand in a more or less permanent graphic display: the written
language. Looking at written language and transforming the written language into mean-
ing is called reading. Writing is the special use of marking skills to produce graphic
language (and-717.r symbols and symbol systems).

In the typical dase,,people develop a fair amount of competence in oral language
before they are exposed to formal instruction in reading in the elementary grades. The
written language skills build-upon the earliet develtiped oral language skills and add new
vocabulary and concepts, as-well as special knowledge about how to represent information
in the graphic medium,, to the person's knowledge base. In turn, learning new vocabulary
and conventiond of language through reading and vfrriting enlarges the person's oral
language abilities. The large arrow at the far right in Figure 1 is meant to represent the
notion that the development of oral and written language ability may continue indefinitely.
As mentioned earlier,learning'to read can take a lifetime.

A ?najor component of Figure 1 is the person's long -term memory. The ling -term
-memory contains all the knowledge developed by the person in interaction with the'
environment, including the processes the brain invents to overcome limitations in working
Memory and other aspects of its .functionings (such as retrieval processes fOr rememberki
information). Much of the knowledge, acquired by the person will never he understood':
in consciousness (for example, the rules of grammar). Rather, it will be unconsciously A(.,.

4
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used to accomplish tasks such as develOping language cbnineency and comprehending
the events of the'-world. In addition;to the general world knowledge and processes;
that are in-the mind, though not acdessible to conscious understanding without con-
siderable analysis, the memory alsci.contains the language knowledge (words and grammar)
that can be used to represent infprmation that arises from experience in the world
(e.g., bodies of knowledge abourparts of the body, houses, neighborhodssometimes
called "schema" in cognitive science terms) and from didactic instruction, as in train-
ing programs.

A major body of knowledge frequently represented in aptitude and literacy tests
is mathematics This body of knowledge contains information acquired early" in life,
e.g., concepts such as "more khan,'' "less than," "bigger than," "more of," aM:k facts,
procedures, coepts, principles, and rulei explicitly taught in school and organized
into large schents, addressed.,:by labels such as algebra, geometrylt

anrigonometry,
statistics,

etc. Much of th mathematics knowledge is language knowledge and notational system
knowledge. _However, becauie mathematics does not draw upon a new med.
uses the/ acoustic and optic ii.tedia used in oral and written language and in imagery), it
does not require special infotmation pick-up and representation processes. It utilizes
both oral and viritten langue representation systems, and expands these through the
development of special vocabulary, rules for manipulating sentences (e.g., logic), special.
symbol /notational systems, and special graphic displays Jgraphs; charts) to represent
mathematics concepts. Oneilooks at and reads such displays and produces them by
writing and marking (drawing), and one talks about them and auc\S lectures about mathe-,
matics; but nohew processes for encoding or decoding information into or from acoustic
or optic isplays in the et v4oruaaent are required beyond those used in oracy and literacy

- 1,tasks.
Th for g and Fie 1 briefly summarize the structure' of the-develoibmental m el,

of and empiasizes(1) three major components of knowledge in memory, pro es-
sing skills, and theenvironmentjkich provides a source of information, and (2) thdeirel-
opment of later skills ancvltiro ledges as extensions to br transformations of earlier
acquired skills and knowledik-,The latter processes r oral
language skills from the earlier Prelinguistic content and the processei3ofilis g ande"uttering, and the written languagaakills of reading and writing as sp a ions of look-
ing and marking coupled with earliir,acquired language knowledge developed as oracy
skills. This permits reading and writing to serve both as a second signaling system for
representing oral language and as langttage/symbol systems in their' own right that have
created special information structures and displays unique to the visual medium: lists,
ch s, forms; organizations such as paragraphs, chanters, etc. 'chese ideas, only briefly
to ched on here, are elaborated in various reports (Sticht & Beck, 1976, StiCht, 1977, 1978). ,r)

AN APPLICATION OF ONE ASPECT OF THE 6EVELOPMENTAL
MODEL TO 'LITERACY AND APTITUDE ASSESSMENT

In the developmental model, before they leaf to 'produce or to read written
language,-children develop oral language skills and skills ih,lnterpreting visual signs, such
as facial gestures. Further, they develop skill in making graphic_marks-for drawing,
scribbling, coloring,-and solorth., Thus, before they are literate in written language,
children begin to use visual information - displays in a communicative manner, and they
develOn'skill in signaling their thoughts to others through the manipulation of the
acoustic medium, that is, through comprehending and producing speech.
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A unique feature of the written language is that it has evolved over centuries as
a graphic means of representing language signaled first by speech. With the invention
of the alphabet a technology has been provided, by means of which thoughts that
can be signaled by spoken words can be signaled by a graphid representation of the
spoken word. Thus, the written language is said provide a second 'signaling system
for speech (Fries, 1963). .

The use of written language as a second signaling system-for speech is a con-
.

,tinuation and extension of the child's symbolic use of visual, graphic information-
displays in the pre-language and. oral language stages of development. Only now the
giaphic displays must be. understood as standing for words that are already known
in the spoken language. In learning to read, then, a major task' is to learn to com-
prehend the printed form of language with the same accuracy and efficiency as one
can comprehend language.

Because people typically learn to comprehend language by auding before they can
comprehend it by reading, it is possible to consider that, in learning to read, they close
the "gap" between the earlier achieved auding skill. and the later developed reading skill
which permits them to now, comprehend in printed language what they could previously
comprehend only in the spoken language. This process is illustrated schematicall* in
Figure 2, where it is seenthat,'at the beginning of schooling, children comprehend lan-
guage better by auding than by reading. However, as they progress through the school
grades and acquire more and more skill in reading, they close the gap that existed between
audirig and reading skills at the outset of schooling.

A second way of regarding the auding-reading gap concePteis to consider a situation
in which a child in thesecond grade is presented the task of comprehending a brief writ-
ten story and dOes quite poorly. Because the written language is a second signaling system
for speech, the hypothetical data of Figure 2 suggest that if we present the story in
spoken form, the child will'comprehend it better because the gap between auding and
reading has not yet been closed and auding exceeds reading skill in the second grade.

Following a comparable line of thought,, it is possible that young adults 'who are
very unskilled readers may perform poorly on the ASVAB because it presents all tasks
in Written language. If these poor readers actually comprehend better by auding than
by reading,then a more accurate estimate of what they know and Cab communicate,
comprehend, and learn might be obtained by means of an oral language test than by
use of the written language test. In other words, because the written language is a
second signaling system for speech, it is possible to remove the literacy component from
aptitude testing by use of the primary language skills of speaking and auding. This makes
it possible to obtain estimates of the extent t,o which low aptitude test performance \
reflects poor reading skills. In effect, this is a method of componential analysis similai
to those that have been applied to reading-(Frederiksen, 1981), aptitude (Pellegrino and
Glaser, 1980), and 'intelligence (Sternberg, 1971) testing, albeit at,a more macroscopic
level. -4

Chapter 3 describes the development and norming'of a literacy assessment batted
that was designed based on'the concepts discussed above and ilinstrated,in.Figure 2.
In Chapter 4, a study is described in Which the experimental literacy test battery is
evaluated as an aptitude measure. in terms of its effectiveness in yredicting success in
the military.

p
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A Indicates the normative auding score for the 2nd grade, called
auding at the 2nd grade level. ,

B Shows the normative reading score for the 2nd grade, called
the 2nd grade level.

C .Shows conversion df the normative adding score to a reading
"potential" score by drawing a horizontal from A to intersect with'
the reading.mkrye, and then dropping, a perpendicular line to
the abscissa..

The examplkshows a reading potential score of 3rd grade.

Thus, the case illustrated shows a person auding and reading at the, '

2nd grade level, with a reading potential score of 3rd grade level.

Figure 2. Schemata Shoviing Relationships Among
Auding and Reading Comprehension
Scores as a Function of School Grade Love).
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Chapter 3

$

0 0

. Oo

DEVELOPMENT OF THEE.,
LITERACY ASSESSMENT BATTERY...0:4)

,
As apart of a continuing program of research to improve,se' cf ti *rid classification -

testing in the Military, the Office of the, Assistant Secretary of Defeh 10EitipoWep and
Reserve Affairs) sponsored research during Project 100,000 that'indita that the assess-
ment of auding (listening) skill contributed significantly to-the gfiAty ,'differentiate
among personnel in MentalCategory IV (Sticht, Kern, Caylor anNeox,)197(^ ). Subsequent
work sponsored hy the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory,:oduced the theoretical
model of the relationship of auding to reading skills discussed in.Eh'aptei 2 (Sticht, Beck,
Hauke, Kleiman and James, 1974). This model .suggested reasoils:.why auding assessment
might contribute to the prediction of job performance among lewer-aptitude 'Personnel.

. There were two reasons: first, many lower-aptitude persorid are unskilled, readers;
and the ASVAB tests, which demand reading skills ,for successful performance, cannot
,discriminate among the poor readers, between those with poor oral language compre-
hension skills and those with relkively well-developed oral language skills but-who have
problems with written language. An auding test makes the detection of such persons
possible. Second, job skills and knowledges can often be learned through watching and
listening. Reading skills may play a minor role in the accotnplishkent of many job
tasks, but auding comprehension is required for performing even'thlr most`routine tasks
(e.g., verbal orders must be followed). Auding assessment helps identify persons with,
reasonably well developed oral larigtiage comprehension skills who Can learn to perform'
job tasks through observation and listening.

The theoretical work on auding.and reading demonstrated that,' in the typical case,
reading skills are based upon preexisting ability to comprehend oral lahguage. Pre-
school children and illiterataadults generally have some degree of oral language skill
prior to learning to read. Then, in learning to read, they close the gap between or/al
and written languageAomprehension abilities (see Figure 2). Based on these ideas, the ,
Air, Force Human Resources Laboratory sponsored additional research: that.prOduced a
Literacy Assessment Battery (LAB) designed to assess-the "gap" between aerson's

,
auding and reading skills (Sticht and Beck, 1976).

The major purpose of the LAB test is to assess the-degree to which the-"gag" °
k between auding and reading has been closed. Additionally the LAB contains subtests

that aim to clarify performance by auding and by reading. The various testa comprising
die LAB are summarized in Table 1.

The Literacy Assessment Battery is comprised of three tests:.

1. A Paragraphs Test designed for comparing how well man .adult reads
connected text to how well he orahe auds comparablematerials Rider' comparable
conditions, e.g., whether or not there is'a "gap" between comprehensio'n by -these two
modalities. In the Paragraphs Test, two passages are read aloud to exathinees ( Auding.:
Subtest), and they are asked to read an additional two passages tothemSelves.(Readini
Stibtest). These passages consist of adult-Oriented materials, written approximately the ;
9thgrade level of difficulty according to the FORCAST'readahilitylornpla (Sticht, 1975),
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Table 1

Components of the Literacy-Assessment Battery (LAB)

Test

Paragiaph:
Auding

Material Task
Presentation

Mode Time /Raw

Two adultoriented passages,

150 and 190 words long:

e FORCAST R G I.* of 9th

grade.

Reading flame as above

Vocatildary:

Auding/ 14 words from each passage

5 Reading presented in 14 word gon.

text from passage.

Reading Same as above

Decoding:

. -

To answer 12 constructed

response questions per

passage involving recall

of facts.

Same as above

To choose correct synonym

for each Word from among

4 alternatives. (multiple

choice)

Same as above

I Adult-oriented passage To detect and circle mi _
about 330 words in length: .. matches betWeen words read

on page and words reed

aloud by examiner.
.

II / Same as above - Same as above/ .
III Same as above Same as above

IV Same as above Same as above .

FORCAST RG I. of 9th grade.

Passages & questions read

aloud by examiner.

(Auded by examinee)

Passages.& questions read

silently by examinee.

Total Time to
Administer

Maximum
Score

1 minuta,45 seconds and 1

minute, 30 seconds per passage.

2 minutes and 30 seconds Or

J'12 questions.

7 Same as above

/
Question s-and alterytives .7 minutes

simultaneously read and

auded.

Questions and alternatives Same as above

read silently.

Simultaneously read and

auded.

Sage as above

Same as above ,

Samras above

100 words per minute..

150 words per minute.

200 words per Minute.

250 word per minute.
. .

written at ninth grade reading level as measured 14 the FORCiSTIormula-for useising readability.

10

10I
10

10

3

3

3

3

LAB TOTAL 144

24

24

28

28

10

1'



which were empirically equated for difficulty in a calibration study. Within each
modality, one passage gives-a-sequence of procedures for performing a task and the
other is descriptive. Passages for the two modalities are of matched length (150 and
190 words) and reading time allowed in the Reading Subtest is the same as the time
it takes to read the Auding Subtest passages aloud. Times were equated so that auding
and reading skills could be compared in terms of efficienc,y as well as accuracy.

After reading or auding each passage, examinees must answer 12 questions
about each. Questions are of the constructed response type answerable by a word or
single-phrase. Constructed responses avoid the problem of some correct answers being
attributable to guessing, as well as the requirement for producing an adequate number
of reasonable distractor alternatives. Answers on both the Auding and Reading Para-1....../
graphs subtests must be given in writing. The LAB Paragraphs Test asks questions requir-
ing the recall of facts and avoids those requiring inferential or other higher order
reasoning processes. Thus, the Paragraphs Test assesses ability to store factual informa-
tion presented in spoken or written passages and retrieve it later in response to a
question. While such tasks do not represent the total range of skill involved in reading
orlistening comprehension, they are important to any sort of learning b9language.

2. A Vocabulary Test designed to measure the discrepancy between a per-
son's knowledge of word meanings presented by auding and by reading. The Vocabulary
words were selected from the Paragraphs Test passages; this was done to determine
whether or not' poor performance on the Paragraphs Test might reflect lack of knowledge
of word meanings. Additionally, LAB Vocabulary scores provide information as to
whether or not a person's performance on the Paragraphs Test suffers due to.the require-
ment to process efficiently information in connected prose format. The Vocabulary Test,
unlike the Paragraphs Test; imposes no requirement for processing 150 to_190 words of
prose and then responding to recall questions, all of which places-additional demands on
memory and attentional processes. Since the Vocabulary Test ikintended to be diag-
nostic of perforniance on the Paragraphs Zest, it uses important concept words taken
from the paragraphs. Thisesis giot the situltion in typical reading,tests.

To construct the LAB Vocabulary Test, fourteen words were selected from
each of the atrding and reading passages in the Paragraphs Test. Most (93%) of theie
words had appeared in a retention test item and 85% were found on a basic word list
for adults (Mitzel, 1966). In the test,' each word is presented in a stem within the con-
text of a short phrase from the appropriate Paragraphs Test passage. Examinees must .

select the best synonym for this word from four alternatives. The 28 vocabulary words
derived from the reading paragraphs are presented for Oading. The two sets of words
derived from the Auding Paragraph Subtest are present d for simultaneous auding and _

reading in the Vocabulary test. This latter mode of presentation was chosen to permit
the examinees to use auding if reading skills were too low, or reading if so desired. The
major aim was to learn if the vocabulary knowledge was available to the examinee, not
to assess ending or reading capability in this particular instance. The presentation times
for each condition were establiiihecl,and equated, by permitting the same amount of time
for the reading items as it took to read the simultaneous auding and reading items aloud
to examinees a single time.

3. A Decoding Test designed to measure the efficiency with'whicliii reading
decoding task can be performed using units of connected discourse. this test represents
an attempt to index operationally the degree of "automaticity". of decoding,as disciLssed
by Fries (1963). With regard to .reading, automaticity refers to the ability to decode:
print so efficiently that attention can be directed toward the processing ormeaning

*F.
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instead of toward the decoding task. It'implies that skill in decoding has become so
proficient that decoding tan be done pre-attentively, and attention can more effectively
be allocated toward conceptualizing the message. ..

In the LAB Decoding Test, the examine is required to simultaneously and
and' read passages at four different ra,of.,presintation. Rates af established by the
spoken message, So that the auding presentation rite sets the pace for the reading task.
At times, the word being spoken for auding is arranged to differ from the word being
read. The examinee's task is to detect and circle the mismatches between the word on
the page and the word, heard.' Since the mismatching words embedded in the passages
are semantically and syntactically'acc,eptible, theyjire not detectable unless the person
attends to the spoken presentation.at 'die same time he or she is reading. The four
Passages used in the test were all selected from .the same first aid manual and have a -
difficulty level of 9th grade across rates. The average lqLigth of the. four paisages used
is 332 words, with 11:mismatcheg peepassage. The fir/ of the eleven "is considered .

practice.so that a person is scored on ten mismatches per passage. Mismatches occur in
each passage at an average rate of one per 30 words. No mismatches are closer than 12'
,words apart. The four rates, which were seleted On the basis of.previous work (e.g.,
Foulke & Sticht, 1969), were 100, 150, 200,-and 250 Words per minute: These repre-
sent a range of ±3 standard deviationi from OAP accepted mean reading aloud rate:of
175 wpm.

--.:,-,
ki

*fr
, At the time the -LAB was developed (Sticht and Beck, 1916),. a small-scale try-

out of the LAB was performed using' iivsubjecta78 mile inmates at a correctional facility.
The mean Gates-Macpinitie rea g grade level !Or this group was 7.8. This study
found that the correlation bet* LAB stibtests was quite high, ranging from, .53 to
.86 for the form which became t ent LAB. Correlations between-LAB subtesti
and Gatei-MacGinitie scores were also-high, from:.60 to .86, suggesting that ,the LAB
validly assesses language skills assessed by this widely used stanclardizedeading test.

, Because the LAB test,a.ssesses adding skill, it may have potential for iMprovilig
the prediction of the success of Jowk-aptitude, less literate applicant's for military ser-
vice. Additionally. the LAB may useful as a diagnostic instrument. Wben an.ppli-.

cant scores poorly on the written 14Wagescoinponent,*the LAB provides information
to aid in deciding whether the person has a reading decoding problem'(that is, corn7
prehenaj,ng language. in written form), or is poor in oral comprehension (that is, hi* a
low level of oral language ability) or both. Thus, the LAB is a pbtentially useful' instru-
ment to supplement the ASVAB because it assesses the two major receptive communi-
cation modes, -auding and reading,-and it provides diagnostic information that can pe
used to identify persons ho might benefit-from a brief remedial readingiprogram. ,*

NORMIn TH

service, research was capplicants foimilitarY o ducted to develop normative data for
To render the LAB usable '4111 a potential supplement to the ASVAB for screening

app
/

... ) -

the LAB: The remainder of this chapter desinbes the research to develop nonnative
data to p:4,..'t the interpretation of LAB scores in terms of,perCentile scores for -the
LAB itself, d in terms of reading grade leveli (or several commercially available,
standardiz norm - referenced' reading tests. Additionally, the norming study has pro-
duced data permitting the interpretation of the LAB and its subtestsin terix1-91:Armed
Forces Qualification-Test (AFQTrpercentile scores apd in terms:of the.001e.tal, (real- '.
nical (GT) composite scores of the.A.SVABt Thus, bradministeringonly,the,LAB, it. is :
possible to obtain estimates ota person's reading grade level on several tests 'arid AFQT t
and GT composite - scores, in percentiles, On- the ASVAB. .

6
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The norming study to be discussed in the present chapter also provided data used in
the predictive validity study to be discussed in Chapter 4. To avoid duplicatiOn, the
description of the population sampled in the,Tnovning and predictive vali
will be given the present chapter. However, only the results for the orming study
will be presented in this chapter. Chapter 4 will present the results of the predictive
validity study comparing the LAB to the ASVAB as a predictor of successful perform-
ance in military jobs. , .

4.

0:- ,

SUBJECTS 4:1.

METHOD

°The data to be disus,sed here were obtained from a total population of 4599
service applicants whc; were tested at 25 geographically dispersed Armed Forcps Examining
and Entrance Stations (AFEES) in March and April of 1978. Plans called fo-/".11 appli-
cants to be administered the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery and two of
four reading tests. These tests were the Nelson -Denny Reading Test, the Gates-MacGinitie
Reading Test, Reading Test of the Basic Skills Assessment Battery and the Literacy
Assessment Battery (LAB)..".Tbese tests are described in the next section. The geographic
locations of the AFEES concerned, the number of applicants receiving each test, and the
demographic and service relevant charicteristics of the population tested are described in
Tables 2, 3, and 4.

For the predictive validity study,oDefense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) cohort
files were searched for the service records of the people in the original AFEES LAB
sample (i.e., those who had taken the LAB test). Follow-up service career data were.
found f 980 of th$.2111 members of the original sample. For maximum interpre-
tabiW of service record data, it was decided to consider only people who had had no
prior service and who had either been separated from the service since entry or had served
at least 24 months by September 1980. This decision further reduced the number in
the sample to 781). Demographic-characteristics of this LAB follow-up sample are pre-
sented in Table 2." The nature of the criterion variables selected from these service records
for use in the preillclite validity study will be discussed-in Chapter 4,

TESTING-PROCEDURE

Every applicant for service who came to the AFEES during a six-week period in
March and April 1978 was tested. The ASVAB was administered as part of the standard
entrance procedure. Reading tests were administered either on the same day or the pke-
ceclingevening.:* The two reading tests given at that station, were administered in counter-
balanced order by a test: control officer. During the first week of testing, reading test
administration at each site was overseen by a member of the Joint-Service ASVAB Work-
ing.Group to make sure that correct administration procedures were followed. Applicants

lwere tested in groups of 10-50. .
.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

The,
was the o

red Services. Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) used in the present study
tional selection and classification test for all armed services during the peiiod

19
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Table 2

Demographic Characteristics of LAB Evaluation Population

Characteristic

Service

Army

Navy

Air Force

`Marine Corps

QualificatrOn

Qualified

Unqualified

Sex

Male

,
Feniale

Race

Black

White and Other

Education ,

High School

Non - Graduate

uate

.

Total
Sample.

LAB
Sample

LAB Follow-Up
Sample

1930

(4490

1086

(25%)

811

(19%)

)

963

' (46%)

497

(23%)

361

(17%)

313

(40%)

198

(25%)

150

(19%)

537 28q 123

(12%) (14%) (16%)

..

/999 148J 710

(70%) (73%) (92%)

1277 546 58

(30%) (27%) (8%)

3601 1741 686

(82%) (83%) (87%)

781 365"4 104
(18%) '''''' (17%) (13%)

1683 648 205

(38%) (31%) (2696) .

2700 1444 584

(62%) (69%) (74%)

,

2225 1086 474

(51%) (52%) (60%)

2110 1003 316

(48%) (4896) (406)

;
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Table 3

Number in AFEES and Follow-Up Samples

Test
Total

N

LAB Sample
N

LAB Follow-Up
Sample N

ASVAB 4. 4260 2111 789

Gates-MacGinitie 2245 593 210

Nelson-Deng 2437 673 299

Basic Skills Assestment 1922 688 244

Table 4

AFtES Stations Where Tests Were Administered

Station
Total Sample

No
LAB Sample

N

Boston
Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Atlanta

Jacksonville 35 35
Louisville 205 205
Montgomery 141

Raleigh 57
Richmond 92

Dallas 290.
Denver. 199 199
Hobston 200 200
Memphis 161

New Orleans 218

Oklahoma City 197
San Antonio ' 3 237 237
Cincinnati 191
Detroit 223
Indianapolis' 224

Milwaukie
Minneapolis-

leouis
Salt Like City
Fresno

111

140

502
95

285

111°

502

103
235.
,79

69
94

223

69'

4.0
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January 1976 through October 1980. ASVAB Forms 6 and 7 are multiple. choice tests
consisting of 13 subtests requiring approximately three hours to administer. A brief
description of each subtest is given in Table

Table 5

Subtests of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(6/7) Used in This Study .

1. General Information (GI): contains questions on factual information which may be considered
common knowledge, e.g., what citrus fruits are.

2. Numerical Operations (NO): contains problenis ofaddition, subtraction, multiplication and ditVon,
with emphasis on speed and accuracy./ .4\

3. Attention to Detail (AO): contains items where the examinee must detect and count the number'
of "c" characters intermixed in rows of "o" characters. Emphasis is on speed, as well as accuracy.

4. Word Knowledge (WK): involves selecting the best synonym for words from among four
alternatives.

5. Arithmetic Reasoning (AR): requires the solution of arithmetic word problems and selection of
the answer from four alternatives.

6. Spate Perception (SP): contains problems requiring the visualization and manipulation of objects
in space. I I)

.

7,. Mathematics Knowledge (MK): gives problems in which mathematical principles must be applied.

8. Electronic Information (El): requires the identification or application of electrical or electronic
6

0 knowledge.
°

9. General Science (GS): contains questions tapping knowledge about physical and chemical
properties.

. 10. Mechanical Comprehension: presents an illustration of a mechanical operatioh and asks a

questionibout, it :,,,,\ ,

11. , Shop Information (SI): relbires knowledge anti familiarity with tools and practices in shop
activities: ..

,,,\

' . , ,, . A
S. .

12. Automotive Information (Al): requpst4owledge and familiarity with the maintenance and
repair\cf automotive equipment ws.,.,,,,,

,
. 0".{.

I

41.

\
The Arn etForces

....z.
cation Test (AFQT) compolite of the ASVAB Was; in

flt-----------":11SiS, made up f "stOr to WK, AR, and SF subtests. The AFQT is used-by all
four services for making personnel-selection decisions. The General 'Tech 'cal (GT)
composite made up of.WK and Attsubtests is.used for job cliisification. -

, ° The AFQT scores referred to in'this paper are given aipircentilesirat er thin
41 raw scores. These percentiles are refeienced to the World War It mobilizati n popula-

tion, i.e., all personnel (including Officers),on active dutyss of December,614944.*
(OASD(MRA&L), Aptitude, Testing, of Recruits, Report to House Committee on Armed,
Services, July 1980). All, selection, and classiticektion- decisions !made- on the bass of ._

\

Q.

I

omemovontre./001"4.14.0



ASVAB scores for the population considered in this study refer to the percentile-raw score
equivalences' used from January 1976 through September 1980.. However, in 1980 the
ASVAB Working Group determined that these norms were inaccurate. In particular, the
percentile equivalents of lower raw scores were substanfially inflated. The most important
consequence of this was that a group of people scoring below the media who should have
been considered unqualified for service op the basis of their AFQT scores were accepted
by the services. When the norming error was discovered, the new correct percentile equiia-
lents to ASVAB raw scores were determined and corrected conversion tables were made
available. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all ASVAB percentile scores given in this
paper are based on the new, corrected norms.

'In addition to the ASVAB and LAB tests, three commercially available, standardized
and norm-referenced reading tests were administered:

The Nelson-Denny Reading Test, Forms C&D (Brown, Nelson & Denny, 1976)
. is a commercially available instrument designed for use in grades 9 to 12'. The Nelson-Denny

contains 100 vocabulary items where the closest synonym for a word must be chosen from
among five alternatives and 36 multiple choice comprehension questions involving material
in eight reading passages. The Nelson-Denny is a speed test in which examinees are allowed
10 minutes for the vocabulary portion and 20 minutes for the comprehension portion. :In
determining total score, score on the comprehension section is given twice the weight of
vocabulary points. The Nelson-Denny was normed on a sample of more than 16,000 high
school and college students providing the basis for associating raw scores with percentile
ranks and grade level equivalents. Grade level equivalents range between 6.0 and 15.0, with

. equivalents below 9.0 and above 12.3 having been determined by extrapolation. Split half
reliability coefficients for total scores were above .9 for all grades in the norming sample,
Test-retest correlations were.all above .89.

1
The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, Form D, (Gates and MacGinitie, 1965) is

another commonly used commercial test. It has a target poptilation considerably below that
of the Nelson-Denny being intended for grades 4 to 6. The Gates-MacGinitie yields two sub-
test scores, Vocabulary and Comprehension. The Vocabulary subtest con fists of 45 items
requiring the matching of a word with the correct synonym among five choices. The Compre-
hension subtest involves very short passages of increasing difficulty in which comprehension is
assessed by asking the examinee to select the best alternative for filling two or three omissions
in each passage. There are 43 such items. Although a time limit is imposed, the Gates-
MacGinitie is a power and not a speed test. Gates-MacGinitie Level D scores can be expressed
as reading grade levels ranging from 2.1 to 11.9. Alternate from reliabilities range from .78 to .89.

The Basic Skills Assessment: Reading (Fremer, Swineford and Zieky, 1978) test
is one of a battery of three functional literacy tests for secondary and adult students
designed to be used to determine if examinee have reached locally determined competency
levels. The test.developers state that, as the, purpose of the test is to discriminate,efficientry
between individuals requiring basic skills remediation and those who do not, the test is rela-
tively' easy for a general population of secondary school students and adults. The Reading
test consists-of 65 multiple choice items divided between those intended to as-less literal,
comprehension and thbse assessing "inference and evaluation." In, addition, reading queitions

T. relate in -content 6) one of five broad funCtional areas, e.g., consumer activities, and sub-
areas within them. Raw scores on the BSA Reading test are converted to a scaled score
for equivalence between test forms and between the Reading, Writing and Mathematics tests
of the battery. Scaled scores can be converted to percentiles based on norming groups
entering eighth or ninth grade or completing grade 12. No reading grade level equivalences
are provided, The Kuder-Richardson split half reliability coefficient of the Reading test is
about .94. Summary descriptions of the three commercial tests used are given in Table 6..

23



Table 6

\ Description of Reading Tests Used in This Study

Test

5.ervey

SUBTEST

Task No. Items
Total Score/

Time/Rate ' Subtest Score s

Voc Comp

2

Vocabulary Choose Synonym from 5

alternatives czy 50 15 Minutes ,No. Correct

Comprehension Choosefrom 5 alternatives

to fill in blanks in 21 short

passages 52 25 Minutes" No. Correct
a

Speed-Accuracy Choose from 4 alternatives

to answer questions about

36 short paragraphs 36 5 Minutes No. Attempted

No. Correct

Nelson -Denny

Form C and 0

SUBTEST

Vocabulary

.5

Target

Population
RG L

Range

;

4th-6th

Grade

2.1-11.9

c`-

tc.

Choose closest synonym from

5 alternatives 100 10 Minutes
ti

Comprehension Choose from 5 alternatives

best answer aboutt paragraphs

Rate

Basic Skills

Assessment

SUBTEST

36 20 Minutes

Number of words read in 1 min. 1 Minute

Reading thoose best ansvers toques- 33 literal
tions in 5 functional domains; comprehension

e.g., consumer, protection
12 Inference

and evaluation

45 Minutes
1

No. Correct

Grades

9-16

4107

6.1-15

Secondary and Not Used

adult students



RESULTS

The presentation of results in this section will be organized as follows. First, the
LAB scores obtained by the tested 'population will be discussed apart from scores on the
other tests. Patterns of scores and relationships which appear to hold among LAB com-
ponent scores will be presented. Next, the relationships between LAB scores and scores
of the same population on other tests which were used to norm the LAB will be pre-
sented, and then the results of the LAB norming will be, given:

LAB SCORES

The means and standard deviations of LAB scoies for the population used in this
study are given in Table 7.

Table 7

Summary Scores on the Literacy Assessment Battery

tl.

,

LAB Subtest

Total LAB Semple Follow-Up Sample

. N Wan
Standard
Deviation N Nevi

Standard
. Deviation

Paragraphs

(out of 24)

(out of 24) ,

s,

(out of 28)

(out of 28)

(out of 10)

(out of 10)

(out of 10)

(out of 10)

lout of 401

lout Of 1441

2105

2105

2107

2107

.2107

2107

2107

2107

2102

2105 %;

14.4 (60%)

15.5165%)

-24.6 (88%)

23.4 (84%)

\

8.8 (88%1

8.2 (82%)

6.8 (68%)

, 4.7 (47%)
.

28.5 (71),
.

106.4 (74%) .

5.4

4.3

5.6

2.2

2.6

.0
3.2.

9.7

27.4

736

738

739

739

739

739

739

739

738

-738

..

14.9 (66%)'

17.1 (71%)

. 25 9 (93%),.

25.1 (90%)

. '

...-- 94 (93%)

8.8 (111110

' 7.5 (75%)

5.4(54 %)

itaps%)

115.1 (80%)

L.

.

4.2
4.9

2.9

3.9

1.4

2.9

2.4

3.0

7.4

19.6

Audios

Reeding

Vocabulary

Auding/Reading

Reeding

Decoding .

140 WP111

150 mg'
200 WPM

250 WPM

, .
TOTAL

LAB TOTAL

Table.7. shows that perform ce on the Vocabulary Tests is considerably better in
terms of percent`correct than is performance. on the Paragraphs Test; that Auding/Beading
Vocabulary Test scor are higher thanfReading Vocabulary Test scores, but `that Para-
graphs Reading is somewhat. better than Tiragraphs Auding; that performance,at the.
slowest rate 0.00.avpm),on the'beCocling Test is nearly-twice that of the fastest (250 -4' m),
that these pa fterm holdior both the total sample and the follow-tip sample, and
that, overall, the follo*:fip sample' scored er than the total. sanItlei:

To supplement information deriiabletfrom mean scoreaand-slio, as.a,Orerequisiti to
norming the 'LAB, frequency clistribUtions. o? scores were computed. for ail, LAB *ores.
Figures 4, aner5-prekent4hese distributions' graphically for LB.corandrie scores,

.

4
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LAB DECODING RAW SCORE

Figur". 5. Frequency Distributions for LAB Decoding Subtests

Examinatibn of these frequency distributions reveals that scores on Auding and "'s*
Reading Paragraph Tests, thotigh somewhat negatively skewed, are essentially normally .

distributed. .Figilre.3 also demonstrates graphically that Reading Paragraph performance'
is superior to Auding Paragraph performance. `Figure 4 indicates that the Vocabulary
score distributions are, highly negatively skewed with more than half the population
getting a score of 25 out of 28 or better. 'Figure 4 shows that scores on Decoding I - ,

and II Tests and to some extent on Decoding III arealso negatively skewed, indicating
that the tests are "easy" kir the given population..

Pearson correlations among LAB subtest and total scores are giveq in Table 8. .

This table reveals that LAB subtest.scores are substantially correlated sirith each,other.
CorrelatioliS between comparable LAB Addin and Reading scores indicate that people
who perform well on one perform well on the other and poor performance scores are
also associated with each other. Figures 6 and 7 portray this association. For example,
Figure, 7 shows that of people who perform in the fourth quartile (lowest 25%) on the
Reading Vocabulary subtest, 82% also4perforrn in the fourth quartile on the Auding/,
Reading Vocabulary subtest, while only 2% perform. in the first quartile; .

Reliability- data for tfie LAB are given iii Table 9. The first set of reliabilities given
were computed by means-of the Kuder-Richardion 21 formula, These numbers-represent
an assessment of the internal consistency Of these LAB subtests, The Ktider-Richardson
21 computation makes the assump4n that all items in a test have the same, difficulty.
Since this assumption romnot hold true for all LAB subtesta, an alternate method of .'
estimating; reliability wai-Wed. In this method, fdr..100 randomly selected;test booklets
from, the AFEES administration, Scorefron each of the four Vocabithiry arid,,,Paragraph
Subtests werellecomposedinto fwo.partii,eadh partbeing associated with oneof the

.
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Table 8

Intercorrelations Among LAB Subtests

da

z -,
LAB LAB LAB LAB

r
., c c

--.. Auding Reading A/R Reading Decod. Decod., -Decod. Decod. Decod. LAB,-
Para. Para. Vocab. Vocab. 1 2 3 4 Total Total

LAB Auding 1.00 .749 .685 .678 .481 .615 .603 .579 .628 .828
Para. (2105) (2105) (2105) (2105) 12109) (2109) (2105) (2105) 1211101 (2105)

LAB Reading

Para.

1.00'

(2105)

.719

(2105)

..762

(2105)

.619

(2109)

.674

(2109)

_ .728.
(2105)

.684

(2105)

" .769 ,

(2100)

.906
(2105)

,

LAB A/R 1.00' .813 .616 .627 ,.633 .570 ' .689 .859
Vocab. (2107) (2197) (2111) (2111) 12107) (2107) . (2102) (2105)

LAB Reading 1.00 .663 :705 .609 .514 .754 0 .899'
Vocab: (2107) (2111) (2111) 12197) (2107) (2102) (2105)

Decoding 1.00 .810 .689- .524 .828' .756*
1 (2111) 12111) (2111) '12106) 12109)

.

Decoding 1.00 ..792 .626 &NO* .811'

...
2 - ''. (2111) (2111) (2100 1210914.

4 %

Decoding . 1.00 .779 .931' .849* :
3 , - 12107) (2107)

._
0 *12102) ., (2105)

.Decoding 1:00 .854" .784'
4 (21071 (2102) (2105)

.

Decoding
1 r.00 .906'

Total (2102) ii100)

LAB

Total

*Indicates correlation of a total scorand one of its components.

':-Aumbeii in parentheses refer to N.

_

.
1.00.

. (2105

SO .

1
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Table 9

Reliabilities of LAB, Subtests9

Test
Number
of Items KR21

Auding Paragraphs 24 .832

Reading Paragraphs 24 .880

Auding/Reading Paragraphs 28 .875

Reading Vocabulary '28 .912

Decoding I (100 WPM) 10 .869

Decoding II (150 WPM) 10

Decoding III (200 WPM) 10 .834

Decoding IV (250 WPM) 10 .838

a.

r
Between Halves

.71

.77

.80

4

two passages making up that subtest. Then, a Pearson correlation was computed for
each set of 100 pairs of scores. These correlations are also presented in Table e9. It
should be noted. that because these LAB subtests are timed, these procedures are to
be preferred over the split half correlation usually performed to assess reliability
(Thorndike, 1971). It can be seen from a comparison of the values of r in Tables 8
and 9, that the correlations between the two halves of the reading and auding subtests
are not substantially higher than the correlations between comparable auding and read-
ing subtests.

READING 40TENTIAL" AND CLOSING THE "GAP"
BETWEEN AUDING AND READING

As earlier discussion has indicated, the LAB Test proYides an assessment of a per-
son's ability to process oral language, in addition to an assessment of reading skills., In
particular, the LAB identifies poorer readers whose auding scores indicate "reading
potential"-, the presence of such potential being indicated by auding scores higher than
comparable reading scores (see Figure 2). A consideration of Table 7 and Figures 2
and 8 reveals that on the level of group effects there is a tendency for this population
to demonstrate "reading potential" in. their Vocabulary Test scores, but not in their,
Paragraphs scores. A, frequency' count of number of people showing-reading potential
in-LAB Paragraphs and Vocabulary scorep indicates that 51% show some vocabulary
potential, while 302% show potential in their paragraphs scores. If a difference of three
or more- points between auding-and reading scores issarbitzarily set as an indication_ of
significant potential, the proportion of people with reading potential drops to 21%-for
Vocabulary and 1'T% fot,Paragraphs.

The developmental concept- of ;learning to read as a process of cloainkthe gap
between oral and written language toinprehensioii has led to the,predi9tiOn-that;inore
people who are poor readerswill shoif such a gap than:people:who :areloOd'readers,
(Sticht -et al., 1974). One way to verify,whether this predictiOrils confirrOil is tos.look
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at LAB Reading and Auding sc1)res obtained by people obtaining different reading levels
as measured by another reading test. Figure 8 depicts mean LAB Auding and Reading
scores obtained by people reading at different grade levels as measured by the Gates-
MacGinitie reading test. Figure 9 does the same for people scoring at different deciles
of the' AFQT.
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These graphs show that performance on the Auding/Reading Vocabulary test is better
than peAbrmance on the Reading Vocabulary test for people scoring - at all levels of Gates-
MacGinitie and AFQT. However, the discrepancy between the two scores decreases as
levels of performance on the Gates-MacGinitie or AFQT go ,up, becoming negligible fol°
the higher levels of performance on these two tests. On the other hand, there is a slight
trend, though unreliable with these small numbers, for auding;performance, to exceed read:N-

. ing performance for paragraphs at the very lowest levels of Gates-MacGinitie arid ,AFQT.
For higher levels, Reading scores are higher than Auding, with the difference between the
two increasing as'performance on the Gates-MacGinitie and AFQT improves.

Another way to look at the -relationship between reading skill level and auding is
presented in Table 10:-..This table shows the percentage of.people at each level of the

Table 10

Percent'of People With Auding-ScOres Better Than Reading Scores as a
Function of Gaps-MacGinitie,Reading'Grade Level and AFQT, Decile

GatielAseGinitie ROL I 2 I 3 I
4

5 1

...

LAB Vocabulary: N 16 29 35 55

Reading plop sudine

- better than reeding

(in percent) 88 79 63 51

Reading Ow audhw

mon then two point:
better then reeding

On portent) 75 72 46 29

LAB Pommel's: N 18 29 35 55

Auding better then

reeding

On Mewl 69 41 31 38

Audit's more then

2 Points bettor

than reeding

On Portant) 25 31 29 29

AFQ711ecile I 0.9 I 10 I 20 I 30 I - 40 I 50 I 60 r 70 L4 li 1 9059
-

v- f
LA8 Vocabulary; N

6
[ 8 [ 9 I 10 I 11+

A.

.

48
.

54

29

48

31

15

50

62

28

50

`?.GI

12

,

1
-

61

57

16

61

21

15

60

47

I
10

60

28

10

65

_

57

5

65

17

11

'

o

174

38

..174

17

, A'
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o
,

y

Radius *swage
bettor then reeding
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ROSOI OM aiding

more than 2 points

bettor than reeding

On Portant)
. ,

118 Pamprophe: N

Audio' bettor then

reeding

On Percent)

vs

71

58

175'

44

458
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39

458

41

219

88
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2O4 s
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158
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Gates-MacGinitie or AFQT who scored better by auding than by reading: Clearly, as
reading and AFQT scores decline, the proportion of ,people who score better by auding
than by reading increases, indicating that their reading skill is not up to their reading
potential. . '.,

The LAB Vocabulary Tests measure the knowledge of words taken from the LAB
Paragraph Test for the same modality. It is to be expected therefore, thht substantial
increases in the LAB Vocabulary scores should be reflec , increases in the LAB ° '
Paragraph scores. Figure 10 shows this relationship by plotti

."

the mean Paragraph score
s,for people-receiving a given Vocabulary score in the same ,4 alit?. As earlier figures

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 90 100

VOCABULARY: PERCENT CORRECT

Figure 10. Mean LAB Paragraph Score as a Function of
LAB Vocabulary Score

have shown, Vocabulary scores are considerably higher than*Paragraph scores for virtually
the wholerange of scores. For example, Figure 39 shows that the people who received
Auding /Reading Vocabulary scores of about 80% had a mean Paragraph score of about 45%.

NORMING THE LAB: CON ERSION TABLES

Table 11 gives the mean scores obtained by the total and LAB:sample populations
on the other reading and ASVAB tests administered. On the basis' of the distribution
of test scores for the population described aboire,. LAB score conversion tableewere
prepared' by means of an equipercentile norming procedure. These tables, provided
in Appendix A, allow the conversion of raw scores pn any LAB component or on LAB400.

INN

0

der



Table 11

Mean Scores on Reading Tests and ASVAB Composites for
LAB Norming and Follow-Up Samples

Test

Total Sample LAB Sample LAB Follow Up Sample

N Mean N , Mean N Mean,

Gates-MacGinitie 4

RGL 2245 8.5

Nelson-Denny
RGL 2438 9.8

BSA Standard 1925 145

AFQT
(Old Norms) 4245 , 46.1

AFO.T

(New Norms) 4245 38.9

GT Raw Score 4261 28.1

593

832

692

2167

1167-

2174

8.5 210 9.5

9.7 299 10.0

149 244 158

47.2 767 54.8

34.6 767 49.8

'29.2 767 t 32.9

total score to percentile equjvalents, reading grade levels on the GateS-MacGinitie and
Nelson-Denny tests, standard scores on the BSA test percentiles on the AFQT and
GT ASVAB composites. s

The first conversion for each LAB raw score given in the Tables in Appendix A
is percentile equivalent., Percentile equivalents indicate the percentage of people in
the norming population scoring at or below a given raw score. Thus, a person receiving
a raw score of 17 on the LAB Auding Paragraphs Test (Table A-1) has performed as.
well as or better than 69% of the norming population. Tile population used to norm
the LAB was composed of applicants for military service at geographically representative '.
AFEES in t o months of 1978. Thus, it represents a sample from the manpower pool
available to
person's pe
to military
normative

The
through
on the
grade,lev

c
tablet rev
depen

*LAB
Nelson-
about w
tion of

e military at that time. Percentile scores, indicating directly where a
ormance stands relative to this population,' should be especially meaningful

rs of the LAB test. Percentile equivalents-are also appropriate to making
omparisons aniong a person's scores on the various subtests.

ding Grade Level (RGL) equivalents of ,LAB scores were also obtained
equ'iperoentile norming procedure. Percentile distributions for RGL scores
dardized4eading tests were developed !for the test population. Then, reading
scores, were set eqUal to LAB scores having the same perc.entire
parison of the'Nelson-Denny and Gates-MacGinitie -columns in the norming

that the RGL equivalents of the same LA.i.B.-418ore,can'be,'quite different
on which reading .0st is used. For examiile,' a persori Who jtored 8.On tii"

Paragraphs Test 41as a Gates-MacGinitie RGL equivalent of 4,.9:and-a
nny equivalent or 7.6: These levels appear to iniPlyqttite-;different things;
t sorts oftaskp `this person would be likely toSelble.
t reading level this person is `,teally7,reading at is imansiverabla,because'of



the differences in the populatio s the Gates-MacGinitie and Nelson-Denny were intended
to assess and were normed with, d the tasks included'in the,tests. Because of- -theme
differences the Nelson-Denny RGL, does not reflect discri inations between very low
scores on the LAB and the Gates-MacGinitie daesnot fleet discriminations among
very high scores.

REGRESSION NOAMS

As an alternatittp to the equipercentile method for norming the LAB, regression
equations were computed for relating LAB scores to Nelson-Denny and Gates-MacGinitie
reading grade levels and to AFQT percentiles. These,equations are given in Table 12.

Table 12

Regression Equations for Converting LAB
Scores to Readirig Grade Level on Standard

Reading Tests and to AFQT Percentile

RGL

Converting LAB to Gates-iacGinitio RGL

3.3 + .33 (Auding Paragraph Score)
2.6 + :39 (Reading Paragraph Score).

- 4.3 + .52 (Auding/Reading Vocabulary Score)
- 2.2 + .45 (Reading Vocabulary Score)

.69+ .88 (Decoding I Score)
2.3 + .76 (Decoding II Score)
3.8 + .72 (Decoding III Score)
5.8 + .65 (Decoding IV Score)
.6 + .25 (Decoding Total Score)
1.6 + .10 (LAB Total Score)

Converting LA8 to NolsonOenny RGL

RGL
5.9 + .27 (Auding Paragraph Score)
5.1 + .31 (Reading Paragraph Score)
1.9 + .32 (Auding/Roading Vocabulary Score)
3.3 + .28 (Reading Vocabulary Score
5.6 + .48 (Decoding f Score)
5.9 + .48 (Decoding II Score)
5.9 + .56 (Decoding III Score)
6.8 + .61 (Decoding IV Score)
4.8 + .17 (Decoding Total Soon)
2.8 + .07 (LAB Total Score

Converting LAB to AFQT Percentile

RGL

- 4.5 + 3.2 (Auding Paragraph Score)
- 5.0 .4. 3.0 (Boding Pangraph Score)
-48.1 + 3.8 tAnding/Roding Vocabulary Score)
-.29.8 + 3.0 (Reading Vocabulary Scora)
- 4.3 + 5.2 (Decoding I Score)

.89 + 4.9 (Decoding II Score)
5.1 + 5.4 IllocodIng,111 Scorg),

4

15.9 + 5.5 (Decoding IV Soon)
- 7.5 + 1.7 ,(0ocoding Total Scots)
-32.8 + .69 (LAB Total Score)

a
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In norming the LAB by the regression method, correlation coefficients were obtained

for LAB scores with the other scores' available: These intercorrelations are presented in6 ,
Table 13. Correlations among LAB components are omitted because they appear in
Table 8.- Table 13 indicates that LAB scores, particularly LAB total scores correlate
about as well with scores on other standardized reading tests as these tests dowith each
other. Although LAB total scorethas the highest correlation with scores on other reading
tests, all the LAB components, including the auding components, correlate substantially,
with these tests. LAB total score is as highly correlated with the AFQT and GT ASVAB,
composites as are the other reading tests.

A comparison of Table 8 and 13 indicates that LAB Auding and Reading test scores-
correlate about as highly with each other as do e two reading subtests within the
Nelson-Denny and Gates-MacGinitie tests. These moderately high correlations among
LAB scores and scores on other reading tests indicate that members of this population
rank themselves quite consistently on,the basii of their performance on all these reading
tasks. The fact that LAB Auding scores correlate nearly, but not quite as highly with
reading test scores as the LAB Reading scores do, is consistent with the hypothesis sug-
gestedlby the developmental model that a large comporient of what reading tests measure
is languaging ability,. This ability is not specific to reading alone; but common to perform.
ance with both written and oral language.

The substantial correlations between scoresjon the ASVAB composites and measures
. of reading might be interpreted to indicate that the ASVAB does a reasonably good job

of assessing reading and languaging skills. This is hardly surprising since one cOmponent
of the AFQT and GT composites is the Word Knowledge (WK) test which is no different
in kind from the vocabulary componenfs of the reading tests used. The other two ASVAB
tests contained in the ANT (AR;SP) would on the surface seem to be assessing something
other than reading. However, decoding and understanding each word problem, is aieteasary
prerequisite for correct responses on the Arithmetic Reasoning (AR) test. Even the Spatial
Perception test requires that rather complex task instructions be read and understood. The
understanding of these instructions and use of them to induce a procedure for performing
the spatial perception tasks correctly may pose a more demanding application of language
skills and knowledge than the selection of the appropriate synonym for a vocabulary word.

THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION OF INTERCORRELATIONS
AMONG _LAB AND OTHER TESTS 4

Therelationshipa among the oracy and literacy tests shown in Table 13 can be further
understoodin terms.oilhd developmental.model. According to that model, the prelin-
guistic child of Stage 2 (Figure 1) represents knowledge in non-language forms and picks-
up new information through listening and looking (excluding other processes such as
touching, etc. for the present purposes). This mode otrepresentation is primarily per-
ceptual, rather than conceptual:and:has been labeled' by some-as "inagexyr or "analogic "'
or "spatial" (Marahalek, '

According to the developmental model, the'iniagery or spatial (auditory and visual)
adaptive proCesses develop first, and then they transfofm to form oral language (listening
changes ,to combine-listerling'and languaeingand is called auding), and the latter in turn
is integrated with looking skills to produce looking and languaging which is called reading.
According to this way of thinking-talfreading test performance incipdesjeading, languaging,_,
and imagery. All auding .test performance includes languiiing and Ainagery..-- Tests such'
as the Space Perception subtext of the ASVAB can, be taken as indicators of imagery. 0f-

:

4
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Table 13

Intercorrelation Among LAB, Reading Test, and ASVAB Subtests

Gates-Gates-

MacGinitie
Vocabulary

Gates-
MacGinitie
`° Compre-

hension

Gates-

MacGinitie
Total

Nelson-

Denny
Vocabulary

.

Nilson-
Denny 1 Nelson-

Compri-, Denny
hension Total

:
Ba

, Skt
Assessment

ASVAB`
Word

Knowledge

ASVAB
Arithmetic
Reasoning

ASVAB
° Spatial
Perception

ASVAB,
Percent

.GT .
Raw

LAB Auding paragraph .70 .71 .74 .53 .56 .62 .61 .57 .34 .64 ;67

LAB fleading'Paragraph .78 .76 .80 .62 .66 .68 .76 .66 .62 .34 .66 .71

LAB A/R .Vocabulary .72 .70 .74 .50 .50 .53 .66 .61 .53 .34 .58 .63

LAB Reading Vocabulary - .80 .73 .80 .55 .57 . .59 .69 .66 .55 .35 .62 .68

LAB Decoding Total .77 .73 .78 .57 .061 .63 .75 .65 .57 .31 .62 .67

LAB Total .86 .82 .88 .63 r .66 .69 .81 .73 .65 .38 ' .71 .76.,. .
0-U Vocabulary 1.00 .80 .94' .71 .84 .70 :79 .77 .59 .35 .72 ).77

GM Comfehension .80 1.00 .96", .61 .58 .62 .81 .701 .61 .41 .71 .73

6-U Total .94' .96' 1.00 .69' .64 .70 .84 .7) .63 .40 .75' ;79,

N-D VocebularY .71 .61 1.00 .78 .94' .63 .74 .58 .31 .72 .74 ,

N-D Comprehension .64 .58 .64 .78 1.00 .95' .68 ..65 .55 .29 . .66 \.67

N-0 Total .70 .6i .70 .94' .95 1.00- ..72 .74 .60 .32 .73 :15

BSA .76 .81 .84 .63 '1.68 .7.2 1.00 .71 .64 , .41 '.70 44'
,

ASVAB Word Knowledge' .77 .70 .77

ASVAB Mihmetic

.74 .65 .74 .71 1.00 .65 .38

f
.88' .86',

Rkesoning 59 .61 .63 .58 .55 so .64 .65 1.00 .46 .85' 44.

ASVAB Spatial Perception .35 .41 .40 .31 .29 .32 .41 .38 .48 1.00 .67'

Percent .72 .71 .75 .72 .66. .73 .70 , .88'- .85' .67' 1.00 .98*

GT Raw . .77 .73 .79 .74 .67 .75 .74 .95 .86' .45 .95't 1.00

indicates correlation of a totalecore pnd one of its components.

7



7` course, there are also task factors, such 'as the reasoning and special knowledge demands
that influence actual test performance using literacy, oracy, or imagery tests. Further,
the actual assessment of skills in tests such as those of Space Perception generally involve
the ability to comprehend oral and written language to follow the test instructions. But
performance on such tests is not as much dependent on language as is performance on
oracy and literacy tests.

Given the developmental sequence: imagery - oracy - literacy, and using as indi-
cators of these skills the Space Perception test of the ASVAB (imagery), the LAB Aud-
ing Paragraphs (oracy), and the LAB Reading Paragraphs (literacy), we can expect to
find the Space Perception test least correlated with literacy tests, the LAB Auding Para-
graphatest correlated more highly with literacy tests, and the LAB Reading Paragraphs
test the most highly correlated with literacy tests.

Table 14 presents correlations of the ASVAB Space Perception test, LAB Auding
and Reading Paragraph tests to each other, to education level, and to, the various sub-, .

tests of the standardized reading Nests, and the subtests and composites of the PAVAB.
The first column of Table 14 shows that Space Perception correlates .34 with both the

LAB Auding and Reading Paragraphs tests, indicating that, as suggested by the develop-
mental model, imagery underlies and it involved in both oral and written language pro-
cessing. The second column of Table 14 shows that the Auding and Reading Paragraphs
subtests are fairly highly correlated (.73) as would be expected from the developmental
model, the similarity of the attentional and semantic memory task demands, and the
c.lose'temporal proximity in assessment with the two subtests.

Education is more highly correlated with the Auding and Reading Paragraphs tests
than with the Space Perception test as might be expected since -ode function of schooling
is to systematically develop language skills. The fairly low correlations of education
with Auding and Reading no' doubt reflect the restricted range of education levels, and
the extreme over-representation (over 50%) of people in, the category of "12 years or more"
or high school completion.

The Attention to Detail (AD) subtest of the ASVAB could probably serve as
another proxy for pre-linguistic information processing abilities much as the Space
Perception test is used in the present analysis. The slightly higher correlation of AD
to the Reading Paragraphs test may reflect the fact that alphabetic letters are used in .

the AD task, and hence some alight relationship to decoding might be influencing the
AD and LAB Paragraph Reading correlation.

Beyond the first four columns of Table 14, the relationships of LAB Decoding ,

Test total scores and the various vocabulary and paragraph tests to the Space Perception,
' LAB Auding Paragraphs and Reading Paragraphs test present a recurrent patternthat
is consistent witlytte developmental sequence outlined above: imagery - oracy - literacy.
Across the eight columns, the. data show that Space Perception has the lowest correlations,

.Auding Paragraphs, the next highett correlations, and LAB Reading Paragraphs the
,highest correlations with the various-literacy tests. The same patternisfOund for the
Space, Auding, and Reading row testsmith the, various literacy test tkt..iti scores and the
GT cOmposite from the ASVAB (far right-hand Colimaris of Table.1401On the average,
the ASVAB Space Perception test correlates about .35, the LAB.Athaing Paragraphs about
,63and the LAB -Reading Paragraphs about .73 with the various literacy tests.

The effects of special knowledge on the Pattern,of correlations is indicated by the
.correlations between the tifree row tests and the ASVAB special knowledge tests.. For
six of the nine special knowledge tests, the pattern. of correlation shows Space Perception
Nvith,the lOwest, LAB Auding Paragraphs the next highest, and the LAB Reading Para-

Iraphs;with the highest correlations with special knowledge, preserving the pattern found
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Table 14
, .

LAB and ASVAB Intercorrelation Matrix Interpreted in Accordance With the
Developmental Model of Literacy

Vocabulary Tests

41.

Para-
ASVAB Special Knowledge Teats composite Test Scoret

graph

Teats thesatics Other Knowledge iteracy Tests

Space
Perception 1.00 .34 .96 .22 .31

6..351

.34 .35 .15 .38 .31

.

(i...35)

.41 .29

.

.41 .31 .46 .4)

6..43)

38 .02

.

.42 .47-, ,156

.

.38

'

(.;40.39.32 .41 .45

r

.64*

Audios
Paragraphs v34 1.09 .2Q .20 .61

6...63

.67 .66 .70 .61 .53

07-.62

.71 .53 .53 :47. .57 .57

_
(x..53),

.57 .58'. .48

. a

.51 ,.50 ;82*

(x -.64)

.74 .56 .62 .65

t

.63'

Reading
,Paragraphs

.

..34' .73 .23 .30 .77

- (7..72)

.72 .76 .78 .66 .62

(7..71)

.75 .66 .61 .59

,

.63 .60

6..56)

.58 '.63 .43

,

49'10.51 .91*

6.."73)

.80 .68 .77 '.71 .68

Lit

Partwhole correlations.
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between the row tests and the various literacy tests. However, while the pattern is the
same, the magnittfde of the correlations is different, with Space Perception tending to have
higher correlations, whilethe LAB Auding and Reading Paragraph correlations tend to shrink.

The latter findings are consistent with the developmental model in showing the
effects of essentially two major kinds 91processing skills, those that construct internal
1p.nguage from external language displays such as speelh and writing, and those prelin-
guistic in origin, that result in the construction of internal, non-linguistic images from
external information displays and task requirements. Among the types of tasks that
result in the construction'of internal images or spatial modes of thought are mathematiCs
tasks. Concepts such as "placeealue" are essentially spatial. Mathematics tests require
both language and spatial perceptual processing (Marshal 3c 1). .

The Mechanical Comprehension (MC) subtest of the ASVAB shows the influence
of space perception most dramatically This test requires the examinee to mentally
image, and rotate gear assemblies to determine what the consequences would tie of
turning a gear r pushing a lever in a certain direction. As Table 14 shows, the Space

-Perception teslorrelates slightly higher with MC than do the LAB Auding and Reading
Paragraphs tests.

More will be said in Chapter 5 about the implications for aptitude assessment of
the patterns of intercorrelations in Table 14.

c
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'k Chapter 4
0,r .

Ct , PREDICTIVE VALIDITY OF THE LAB AND ASVAB -

As mentioned in\Chapter 3, earlier research sponsored'by OASD(MRA&L) suggested,
that assessment of oracy skills in addition to the literacy skills assessed in the AFQT
might permit a more accurate identification of less literate personnel who could, by .
virtue of their oral language skills, benefit from military training and perform satis- .

factorily on the job (Stich', Kern, Caylor, and Fox, 197p).
In this chapter we report research to evaluate this hypothesis using the Literacy

Assessment Battery' (LAB). Because the LAB assesses both oracy (auding) and literacy. :
(reading) skills, it permits the evaluation of the foregoing hypothesis.

METHOD

In the present research, LAB and ASV
teria of job performance. Wm samples of
relationships were obtained were drawn fro
and differed depending upon the parti
of 'these various samples are discusSed m
variables used: 03

g

scores 'Were used to predict several cri-
onnel for whom predictor and criterion .

the test population described, in Chapter 3,
criterion variable-being predicted. Details
serest seetion vihigh describes the criterion

CRITERION VARIABLES ,0
, tg, .

Of the 2,111 peOple who were -given. the LAB in 1978recgrds were available for
551 with no prior service who were stilt hi the service. bi September 1980. These ..

people may be called the survival sample; Decisions, to avoid'aonfounding.variables by
excluding service members with prior service and non-attriteees who had served fewer
than 24 months because of delayed entry eliminated 258 people from consideration. 4

Undoubtedly, records of some of the people in the AFEES sample could. not be located
on the follow-up tape because of irregular or miss' data.

Ilowever, a significant number of people in the ,EES sample wh were not in
our survival sample were lost to the military either°be use they were not allowed to
enter or because they entered and then dropped out. Both people who would have
succeeded in the military, but did, not enter and those who were accepted and dropped
out represent losses. It is. clearly to the military's benefit tobe able to identify people
who are unlikely to survive early as possible and reject theii, while not denyirig
enlistment to those who have a good chance to succeed. a.

Performance on cognitive tests such as the ASVAB and EAB-have long been used
as predictors of success in the military. For this,:reason, attention in this studyshas
focussed on using the LAB for predicting militafy.survival orits opposition, attrition.

The selection of criterion. variables for evaluating the predictive:validitr,o1 the
LAB test was constrained* the infOrination on data files from original AFEESiesting

ti



and the information on tested individuals available in Defense Manpower Data Center
(DMDC) cohort files. ;In addition to the necessarily limited number of variables recorded
in these files, available data was Jiniited by the fact that AFEES testing was perfbrmed
in March and April 1978 and the last available update of DMDC's files at the time these
analyses were carried out was in September 1980. Thus, records were available, at the
most, only for the first 30 Months of an individual's service career. This precluded use
'of variables such as eligibility for retention, long term promotion *records, etc. '

Under these constraints, the variables which were selected as criteria for the predictive
validity portion of this study were: qualification status, probability of being separated
from the service for failure to meet minimum behavioral or performance criteria, probe-
'ifty of such separation occurring within the first six months of service or subsequently,,,---b

months of service before separation, and highest paygrade achieved.
..The relationships alining these variables and between them and the predictors for,

t.7. the population considered are presented in the flow chart of Figure 11, which traces
the progress through various decision points in the military careers of the sample of
people receiving the LAB test in AFEES stations in 1978. The criterion variables used
are described in Table 15:

The first point where people are lost to the military is at the decision to, award
qualification status to an applicant. This point corresponds to the first decision point
in Figure 11. As can be seen in that figure, in our sample 1481 (70%) people were
considerediqualified, 546 (26%) were not qualified, and data on qualification were
missing for 84 (4%). Although some non - qualified people do obtain waivers and enter,
the proportion of accessions is much smaller than for qualified personnel. Qualification
status decisions are based on an individual's education and AFQT performance. These
standards vary between services and they can change from year to year. Since in 1978
these standards were based on norm's which have recently been corrected (8ellman and
Valentine, 1981), it has seemed of interest to 'investigate how well current ASVAB scores
and LAB could predict qualification. This was the first analysis performed: in the pre-
dictive validity study. Further information on the qualification status variable can be ,

found in Table .15. .

The next group of criterion variables used involved attrition. People Who attrite
from the military for one or 'another reason after they have entered represent a signifi-
cant loss in moner and other resources to the services. Of our initial sample, a.total of
238 people of the entering 789 wIke lost due to attrition. As Figure 11 shows, of these
123 were lost in the first six iron ffis and 115 subsequently. . ,

When considering the criterion variable of attrition, a decision was made. to look
not only at total attrition but also to divide the period for which records were available
into two parts, the first six mouths of service and Months MO, and to analyze data
separately for each .period. This division reflects the fact that training =0 orientation
constitute a major portion of the recruits' activities during the first six months in all
services and' career fields, while first-term service after the first six months is mainly ,

devoted to job performance. In this regard, it should be noted that all but three of the ,
trainee' discharges for which records wete available occurred during the first six mon

A major reason for analyzing attrition during the first six months and for mo
7 -30 separately is that literacy and other cognitive demands are quite different in
ing and for operational service, with training demanding more reading to learn than is
required by operational job performance (Sticht, Fox, Hauke, and Zapf, 1976). Thus,
causes for attrition are likely to differ for these" periodsFor example, Sacher and Duffy
(1977) found that reading level was more closely associated with attrition-early in Navy
service than with later attrition. The predictive power of a language 'test like the, LAB ,

... .might be expected to be greater for attrition duringinitial entry training than for subse,
quent periods of service wherillearnini,by language demands.are less stringent.

. ,
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Table 15

Criterion Variables Used in Predictive Validity Study

411

Qualification Status indicates whether an applicant at an AFEES station was rated as qualified or
unOualifi for accession into a service. Qualification status is thus a dichotomous variable with values
of 0 Of the 2,111 who were tested at the AFEES station, 118 were-excluded from this anal-
ysis be use of ssing data. Of the 1,993 remai ing, 1,463 (73%) Were rated as qualified and £30
(27%) as unqualified.

Attrition for Failure to Meet Minimum Behavioral or Performance Criteria is a dichotomous variable
indicating whether an individual who entered a service, attrited subsequently for one of the reasons
listed in Table 1,6ior did not attrite during the period in question. (People who attrited for other
than performance Dr behavioral reasons were not included in the calculation of predictive validity
coefficients in either the attrition or non-attrition group, (see,Table 16).

Attrition: 1-6 Months is a dichotomous variable indicating whether an individual who had entered
the service attrited for performance or behavioral reasons within six months of enlistment or was still
serving at the end of that period. Of 789 accessions, 79 were excluded from the analysis beca4se of
missing data and an additional 46 who had attrited in the first six months for other than performance
related reasons were also excluded. Of the remaining 664, 67 (10%) attrited in their first six months
of service, and 597 (90%) were still in the service after six months.

Attrition: 7-30 Months is a' dichotomous variable-indicating whether an individual who had served at
least six months had attrited by September 1980 or was still serving' by that time. Of the 666 people
who were still in the service seven months after entering, 64 were excluded from analysis because of
missing data and an additional 42 who attrited for other than performance related reasons, were also
excluded. Of the remaining 560, 68 (12%) attrited in months 7-30, and 492 (88%) were still in the
service in September 1980.

Attrition: Total is a dichotomous variable indicating whether an individual attrited from the service
for reasons indicated in Table 16 during the 30 months, for which we have records or was still in
the service by September 1980. Of the 789 people who entered the service, 74 were excluded from
the analysis because of missing data and an additional 88 who attrited from the service for other than
performance related reasons were also excluded. Of the remaining 627, 135 (22%) attrited for 'per-
formance or behavioral reasons some time in the 30 months, while 492 (78%) were still in the servibe
inSeptember 1980.

Months Before SepaiatIon is a continuous variaple, indicating, for those who attrited from the service
for behavioral or performance reasons, how long an individual had served before separation took,
place. The values of this variable ranged from 1 to 29 months, with a mean of 9.3. Of the 150
people whO attrited for performance related or behavioral reasons, 15 were excluded from analysis
because of missing data.

Pgrade is a continuous variable indicating for all accessions, the highest paygrade a person had
ieved before separation or by' September 1980. The values of this variable ranged between 1 and .5

ith alnean' of 2.9. Of the 789 accessions, 85 were eliminated from this analysis becauseof missing
ata.
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1 Data on qualification status was missing for 13Yof the people tested,
of these 21 were recorded a4.enteriiiiiht military.

21ndudes 77 cues of a on for failure to meet performance
behavioral criteria roil:14B cases of attrition for other reasonsyhiTabla 151.

3 Includes 73 cases of attrition for failure to meet performanie and behavio'ral
criteria and 42 cases of attrition for other reasons.

Figure 11. t low-Chart of Attrition of LAB Sample From AFEES Testing to ,

430 Months After Accession
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Becauie the LAB and ASVAB are cognitive tests, prediction of attrition has been
limited to attrition for reasons involving behaVior and performance. Thus, we elimi-
nated from consideration attrition for reasons of medical disability, hardship, etc. A
complete list of the reasons for attritionincluded and excluded from the predictive
validity analysis can be found in Table 16. Of the 123 people, who, as Figure 11

Table 16

Reasons for Attrition (Interservice Separation Codes) During and
Subsequent to First Six Months of Service

Interservice No. of Attrites No. of Attrites
Separation 'During Months After

Code Reason 1.6 Month 6

FAILURE TO MEET MINIMUM BEHAVIORAL OR PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

60

,61

64
65

67 er

74

75

76

78
o 4

Character or Behavior Disorder
Motivational Problems

Alcoholism

Discreditable Incidents

Drugs ,

Fraudulent Entry
AWD L, Desertion

Homosexuality

Good of Service

3

----- 4
,,

N
r .0

v V , 3

0

6

9
1

3

8

5

1

8

7

3

1

2

7

86 4-4. Expeditious Discharge 21 28

87 Trainee Discharge 36 3

TOTAL 77 . 73

O. OTHER REASONSor.

1, Term Expiration 0 1.

8 Early Release . 1 1

10 Medical Conditions Prior to Service 5 3

11 Disability '''0 8

13' Temporary Disability . 0 4

16 Unqualified for Active Duty 15 1

22 Dependency or Hardship 1 5

32 Non-BattleDeath . 0 1

40 Officer Commissions 0 3

91 Erroneous Enlistment 18 b

94 Pregnancy . 0 1 1

97 Parenthood 0 1

--- 91 17) Breach of Coptract 6 0

. 99k-,-/ Other ...- 0 0 3

I TOTAL 17.--z.:..,, 46

........

42

\--- , -k

4.,
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indicates, attrited during theirrs4x months,'10 had test bores missing and were elimi-
nated from further analystatsld attrited for reasons,otperforrnance or behavior and
were thus included as attri irethe predictive validity calculation. Of the 115 attriting
after six months, 73 were included in this calculation. The remaining 88 attritees, whose
attrition was attributed to other than performance or behavioral reasons, were not con-
sidered in the calculation. -Further information about these criterion variables it avail-
able in Table 15.

The only other available criterion variables indicative of military success identified in
the DMDC cohort tape were months of military service before separation and paygrade
achieved. Since all the members of the sample who were still on 'active duty were in

)the middle of their first enlistment term, total months Of nillitary service serves as an
indicator of relative career success only for people whoquid attrited from the service.
Thus, the number in the subsample for testing the validity'of the LAB in predicting'
this variable was quite small. Although the other criterion, paygrade achieved, is an
appropriate indicator of career success for all members of the sample, its range of _

values isslimited by service requirements for,minimum and maximum time in grade.
Further information about these criterion variables isaOls.ble in Table 15.

RESULTS

Figure 12, which corresponds to Figure 11 in the previous section, depicts the
relationships among the various subsamples considered in the predictive validity`portion
of this study. Each subpopulation is. identified by a capital letter. Table 17 presents
mean test scores and, demographic and criterion variables for each of these populations.

Table 17 shoiis that the qualified apd unqualified segments of both the initial
AFEES population and the accessions polsulation differ sharply in their scores on the
ASVAB and other reading tests. This of course, is a consequence of the fact that AFQT
is one of the major factors on which qualification decisions are made and the Other test.
scores correlate highly with AFQT and GT. The fact that the scores of initially unquali-
fied accessions are somewhat higher than those of the unqualified population in general is
consistent Vith the idea that the unqualified people who eventually do obtain a waiver
and enter military service, come from the more able portions of the unqualified group.

In.accordance with expectations, the group which attrites during the first six months
of service has poorer test scores than the group which attrites subsequently, and both perform
less well than the group that remains However, these differences are not nearly as
striking as between-Ahe qualified arid nonqualified groiips. This eundoubtedly reflects
the fact that cognitive ability is only one of the factors influencing attrition. It is
also evideiTesthat selection decisions awarding qualification status and waivers are suc-
cessful in 'screening out those people whose cognitive and language abilities are too low
for military success.

The successive' elimination of subpopulations with test scores below the mean for
the whole population leads to a gradual increase in the mean scores of the subpopulation
remaining in the services. This is depicted graphically in Figure 13. It will be noticed
in Figure 13 that the major increase in scores takeg place between the AFEES sample
and the accessions sample. This reflects the fact that the major cognitive screening
of the military population takes place iiefore accession.
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QUALIFIED
N = 4481

I

52%
/ 771*

48%

MM BEM MIN

, QUALIFIED
ACCESSIONS
N = 710

AFEES
SAMPLE1
N= 2111

37%
ACCESSIONS
SAMPLE2
N =789

26%

UNQUALIFIED LATER
N = 546 11% QUALIFYING,

2111 PEOPLE 789 PEOPLE
MARCH/APRIL 1978, SEPTEMBER 1978

1 Includes 84 with no qualification status.

2 Includes 21 with no qualification status
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16%
TRAINING

-1
AND j 84%,
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INITIAL
ATTRITION
N =77
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/6%
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N = 666

H

11%

SUBSEQUENT
ATTRITION
N = 73

This portion of the AFEES samplle includes people whose records were missing necessary information
on either or both data tapes, people whose entry into service was delayed past September, 1978,
people with prior service as well as genuine non-accessions.

83%
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N = 551
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SEPTEMB R 1980

Figure 12. Rates of Attrition of LAB, Sample From AFEES Tiliting to
24 - *Months After Accession (Approximate Percents)



Table 17.

Description °of Populations Involved in Predictive Validity Study
7

Later 6 Month 6.30 Month
AFEES Accession Qualified Qualifying 1.6 Month §tirinval -. Attrition/ Survival
Sample Qualified Unqualified temple Accessions - Accessions Attrition' Sample Sample Sample

A B C 0 E o F G 11 ---- '' I J

N

Percent High School Graduates

Percent Female

Percent Black

AFQT Percentile

GT

LAB Auding Paragraph/ ,

LAB Reading Paragraph

LAB Total

tM RGL

ND RGL

BSA Standard

Percent Qualified

Percent Accessions/

.

Percent Attrition'

Mean Months of Service

Mean Paygrade4

2111

' 51

18

39

38.9

37

14.4(47)

15,5(45)

106(42)

8.5

9.8

145

70

37

(50)

1481

56

16

30

49.7

51

16.1(60)

17.4(56)

116(57)

9.4

10.3

.456

- ,.

48

(62)

546

38

23"

61

13.4

13

9.9(22)

10.3(22)

80(15)

6.1

8.7'

124

11-

(20)
1.

789

604

13

26

49.8

51

15.9(58)

17.1(55)

115(49)

9.5

10.0

159

92

19

21.7 ,.

2.9

710

59

12

24

52.3

51

16.1(60)

17.4(56)

117(57)

, 9.7

10.1

160,

-

19

21.8

2.9

4Iw

-

u

58

60

19

53

17.7

17 ,

13(381'

12.5(31)

95(25)

7.1

8.4

133

24

20.3

'2.6

k.

42

17

28

41

37

13.7(43)

14.4(39)

104(35)

8.2

8 i

143

92

-
2.5

1.2

666

62

12

27

50.9

51,

16.1(60)

17.4(58)

116(57)

'9.6

10.2

160 u

93

fl
25.3

,,

3.2

73

51

11

25

44.8

45

14.7(49)

16.3(50)

113(42)

9.3

9.6

159

89

16.6

1.9

63

- 10

/51

16.3(62)

.17.4(56)

116(59)

.9.6

10.2

160

93

--§*,
...,

27.2'

3.4

'Includes only attrition attributable to failure to meet behavioral or performance criteria. (d. Table 16)
/Numbers in parenthesis after LAB raw scores refer to percentile equivalents based on the entire norming population.

/Don not include individuals with prior service nor delayed entry accessions. Numbers in parentheses indicates accession rate for all those in sample we have records for.
4Paygrade scale includes values of 61, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6, E8, E9,
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Figure 13. Changes in Test Scores as a Function of
Duration of Survival

PREDICTIVE VALIDITY COEFFICIENTS

To evaluate the utility of the LAB Test, and in particular the auding components
of the LAB as a supplement to the AFQT for selection and'classification, first-order and 4
multiple correlations of LAB and AFQT scores with the criterion variables were computed:::
These coefficients of predictive validity are shown in Table..18. Since educational level
is a factor in enlistment Tialificatfon decisions, -years of school completed was included
as an additional predictor in the computation of coefficients of.predictive validity.
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'table 18

Coefficients of Predictive Validity (r) for LAB and AFQT Scores

Predictor

Criterion

AFQT
Qualification

Status2
Attrition
1.6 Months

Attrition 3

7.30 Months
Total

Attrition3

MSnths

Before
Separation's

Highest
Pay Grade
Achieved

Maximum' 1.00 .741100) -.59 (100) -.62 1100) -.69 (100) 1.00 1.00

LAB: Auding Paragraphs .64 .51 16915 ,- .18131) -.13121) -.20 (29) .13
,

.17
Reading Paragraph .66 .53 (72) - .17129) - .0811,3) - .17125) .12 .13

7;- .7 -A/R Vocabulary .58 .53172) - .15125) <-.01 ( <2) -.10 (14) .17 .07
Reading Vocabulary .62 .56176) - .16127r <-.01 l<21 -.11 (16) .20 -.1 1
Decoding Total .62 .50 168) -.12 (20) - .0315) -.10 (14) .12 .13
Total .71 .59 (79) .18131) -.07 (11) -.16123) .17 .15

AFQT Percentile .63185) -.11 (19) -.11 (18) (22) .20

Education .29 .19 (27) .09115) (11) -.11 (16) <.01 .22

Best Combination R. Vocab. + AFfiT LAB Tot + Educ. Aud Para + R. Vocab. Aud Para + Educ. R. Vocab + AFEiT) .` AFQT + Ethic.
.67191) - 1-.20134) - .15424) ,o-X.23 (33) .23 47-- .21

Best Combination of
,

.0Aiocab. + AFQT (Aud Para + AFQT Aud Para + AFQT Aud Para + AFQT R. Voc. + AFQT Aud Para + AFQT
AFOT + LAB .67191) -.18131)) - .14(23) -.21 (30) .22

LAB Tot + AFQT -
Number Entering Into - .18131)

Correlations 2009 1993 ' 664 560 627 135 704

Minimum Significant r .05 .06' .066 .097 .097 .097 .178 .097

.01 .086 .086 .127 .127 .127 :2 3 8 .127

'Maximum coefficient of predictive validity is less than 1.00 when the variable being predicted is a category (e.g., attrition) rather than continuous.

'Qualification status assignments were based on old AFQT norms. 4
'Only attrition for failure to meet minimum behaviond,Of performance criteria was predicted. See Table 15.

4 For those who malted.

'Numbers in parAtheses expressi's as percent of maximum r possible.

'Based on 1000 doyen of freedom.

'based on 500 degrees of freedom.

'Bawd on 125 degrees of freedom.

J
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Before discussing the coefficients presented in Table 18, it should be noted that the
maximum possible correlation coefficients for predicting qualification status and attrition
are considerably less than 1.00. This is dile to the calculation of point-biserial correla-
tions between the continuously distributed predictor variables and the dichotomized

' criterion variables (i.e., one is either qualified or not; attrited in six months or not, etc.).
The percentage of the maximum correlation that was obtained for each predictor-driterion
set is shown in parentheses nest to each predictive validity coefficient.

Predicting Qualification Status

The military has traditionally made selection decisions based plithe assumption that
cognitive capacity, specifically the sort of abilities required by the ASVAB tests, is
related to a successful service career. On this basis, minimum ASVAB scores are set by
each service to screen out people who do not have the minimum requisite cognitive
capacity for adequate performance. Although different services set different standards
and educational level is also a factor affecting qualification for several of the services
the difference between ASVAp means for the qualified and unqualified groups in t
present study (Table 17) indicates that the. selection process is indeed separating outs the
lower performers on the ASVAB.

As expected, because it" enters into the decision as to whether a person is or i1not
qualified for military service, AFQT is the most highly correlated cognitive test predictor
with the qualification status criterion, with the correlation of .63 reaching 85 percent
of the maximum possible value of .74.

The high correlations between AFQT and LAB scores, including Auding scores,
given in Chapter 3, Table 13 are consistent with the position of the developmental model
thatmuch of the variation being tapped by all the tests given in this study involves a
general languaging capacity, not specific to the reading modality alone. In light of these
high correlations, it' is not surprising that Table 18 shows that LAB scores have high,coeffi-
cients of validity for predicting qualification status. However, it is striking that LAB
scores should account for nearly as much of the variance in qualification as do the- ASVAB
scores on which selection decisions are based. That the correlation between auding score
and qualification is so high, indicates that service selectidn decision mekeis are concom-
mittantly dividing the population according to auding ability when they set AFQT stand-
ards for qualification.

Predicting Attrition

While none of the cognitive tests or subtests are very effidient for predicting attrition
within the first six months, the LAB Auding Paragraphs subtest is as effiCient as the total
LAB Battery with asorrelation of .18, which is 31 percent of the maximum correlation
possible. In contrast, the AF.QT correlation achieves a value that is only 19 percent of
the maximum possible. For predicting attrition during the first six months of.service, the
Auding Paragraph subtest emerges as the LAB subtest best combining with AFQT to
increase the predictive efficiency of the AFQT. In this case, the multiple correlation
reaches .18 which is not higher than the first order correlation of Auding Paragraph
with a sixeMonth attrition. Nonetheless, the predictive efficiency of the AFQT is
increased three-fold. -

Insofar as selection decisions have prevented from' enlisting personnel who do not
-have the cognitive skills needed for job success, correlations between cognitive assessments,

-""rari,
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and criteria indicating such success will be attenuated. In addition, the success of classi-
ficition decisions, placing less able personnel in less demanding fields will-also have the
effect of lessening correlations when attrition is used as a criterion variable. These
effects are also compounded by the fact that cognitive abilities are only one subtest of
a number o factors, e.g., motivation or personality, Affecting attrition. The latter factors
may be especially important for attrition that is not'due to communication skills, learn-
ing problems, or other cognitive abilities. The present analysis was ,unable to separate
attrition due to cognitive Problems from many other types of behavioral problems (see
Table 16) due to lirditations in the DMDC data base. In view of the foregoing, the
correlations found between LAB scores and attrition measures in this study are substan- '

tial, particularly when it is remembered that the maximum correlations possible for these '.

point-biserial.criteria are considerably less than 1.00.
In earlier discussion it was hypothesized that since initial training requires more con-

centrated learning from oral and written language than does subsequent job performance,
language skills should be more closely related to attrition in the initial period of service.
This hypothesis is supported by the correlations of LAB and AFQT scores with attrition
in the first six months of service in contrast with months seven through 30.

In light of the preceding discussion of the importance of auding performance to
,training tnd job success, it* is'encouraging to find that LAB Auding Paragraph scores are
(1) the best predictor of all three types of attrition and (2) the LAB variable which
leads to'the best prediction when combined with AFQT. It was stated earlier that while
reading and auding are equally important in formal training,- n many jobs reading demands
may be minimal, while listening skills are crucial. This idea is consistent with the rela-
tively large difference between the predictive-power of LAB Auding and Reading scores
for attrition in Months 7-30 after the majority of training is completed.

The other two columns of, coefficients of Table 18 add supporting information
regarding the usefulness of the LAB Auding Paragraphs score as a supplement to the
AFQT. When months of service fqr attritees are considered, months before separation,
reflects early or late attrition, which is associated with the heavy literacy and learning
demands of training versus job performance demands for these skills. Consistent with
this situation is the fact that a test score known to correlate highly with school perform-
ance, vis., Reading Vocabulary, is the best predictor of months of service prior to attritCOn:

Predicting Paygrade

Taking notice of the fact that in this sample there is a restricted range for paygrade, .
reflecting minimum and maximum time in grade regulations, the data of Table 18 indi-
cate'lhat AFQT and education are the best predictors of paygrade. This doubtlets reflects
educational requirements for obtaining promotions. It is notable, howgver, that the>LAB
score adding most predictive power to AFQT is again.Aucling Paragraphs.

,
'
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The present study continues a program of research initiated by the Department of
. Defense (OASD/M&RA) in 1968 to better understand the nature of literacy, and the

role of literacy in aptitude assessment, job training, and jab performance in the armed
services (Sticht, 1975). The value of research, on literacy is apparent when it it realized
that all of the subtests of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)
require the comprehension of written language; all military job technical skills training
programs require the comprehension and production of written language presented in a
wide variety of formats (textbooks; technical manuals; charts, tables, forms; end of course
tests, etc.) and all military jobs are perfornied using a variety of writ n language tools
that personnel must comprehend and produce (Sticht and Zapf, 1975; Curran, 1980).
Additionally, success in both military and civilian environments requir s that personnel
be able to comprehend and produce written language and a wide variety of graphic tools
for thinking and performing such as street signs, dispensary notices, finance forms, bus
schedules, etc. ,(Hooke and Sticht, 1981).

A DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL OF LITERACY -

Because literacy is such a ubiquitously necessary, though rarely sufficient informa-
tion processing component in the performance of a wide range of military tasks, it is
important to have as sound an understanding as possible of the nature of literacy.
Chapter 2 of this report presents,. in a highly summary form, a conceptual framework
for understanding literacy that (1) defines various information processing skills involved
in literacy; (2) discusses ho* such skills develop in relation to other skills, such as the
oracy skills of auding and speaking; (3) describes how knowledges and skills develop
over time through fourstages that are related by the transformation and storage of
information in memory and, (4) discusses how the latter information is used to develop
new capabilities for communication and thinking. In the latter case, the model discusses
the development of reading through the interaction of the skills and knowledges involved
in visual information processing with the skills and knowledges involved in comprehend-
ing oral language, i.e., auding.

- Drawing upon the work of Fries (1963), the developmental model of literacy dis-
tinguishes three components involved in the communication process: Knowledge (mean-
ing; thoughts), language as an internal representation of knowledge, and speech or writing
as external representations of the internallanguage signals. According to tile develop-
mental model, the ability to comprehend-oral language, that is, to form internal language' ,

patterns from speech, and to use those patterns to construct knowledge (meaning; thoughts)
develops first. Then; in the typical case, in learning to read, theperson learns to use the
same internal language system in response to written, graphic syinbols, as is used in corn- -

prehending spoken language. In other words, 'aucling and reading use, the.same, or very
much the same internal language 'system for representing the same thotights, that is,
they share the same meaning system. 'Thus, in learning to read, people learn to compre-
hend by reading what they could previously comprehend by auding.
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Based on this analysis, it is possible to consider that performance on an aptitude
test, such as the Word Knowledge (WK) or Automotive Information (AI) subtests of the
ASVAB may suffer if1 (1) the relevant knowledge iS'not, in the person's memory, (2) the
knowledge is there but the internal (oral) language for representing the knowledge is
missing; or (3) both the knowledge and internal language are, available but the person
cannot recode the external, graphic representation of language into the internal language,
or cannot do this efficiently enough to satisfy task requirements, as in a speeded test.
The third case constitutes the literacy (reading) component of the aptitude test task.
Whenever a task includes the comprehension of written langUage, whether on a reading
test, an aptitude test, an in-progress or end of training paper-and-pencil achievement
test, or a job knowledge, paper-and-pencil proficiendy test, literacy (reading) is a necessary,
though not sufficient, :component of task performance.

TAPLITERACY ASSESSMENT BATTERY (LAB)

In the typical reading or aptitude test that requires reading, it-is not possible to
determine which.of the three factors listed above, i.e., knowledge, oral language, or
reading may operate to limit performance on the test. To partially overcdme this,
limitation, the Literacy Assessment Battery (LAB) was developed to determine if a per-
son who scores low on tests requiring reading actually has higher oral language skills and
is, therefore, primarily unskilled in transforming the written language into the earlier
developed internal oral language.

The LAB test consists of three subtests (Chapter 3). The Paragraphs Test consists
of four paragraphs, two of which are presented by spoken language for auding, and two
of which are presented by language for reading. Questions are asked following
each paragiaph to indicate how well the materials can be recalled. By this means, com-
prehenaion and recall of oral language cinbe compared to comprehension and recall of
written language.

The LAB Vocabulary Test consists of words taken from the Paragraphs Test to
determine if word knowledge might be a factor limiting performance by either or both
auding and reading in the Paragraphs Test. In the Auding/Reading Vocabulary Test
the words from the Auding Paragraphs are presented both, orally and in written language
form. Here the intent is to give the person the choice of modalities because the main
interest isit,d find out if word knowledge is known regardless=of modality. The Reading.
Vocabulary Test is given in written language form. Thus, this test requires reading. By
comparing the Auding/Reading and Reading Vocabulary. Tests, one can gain an idea of
the gxtent to which having the Auding option .enhances Vocabulary Test performance.

The LAB Decoding Test is based directly on-tthe concept from the developthental
model that in reading the person transforms the graphic language into the same internal
language form that results from auding. The,more efficiently one cat; accomplish thp,----1
transformation, the more competent the person is considered to be at decoding writmg
to internal oral language. To evaluate efficiency at decoding, the Decoding Test requires
the person to and a spoken nlessage while at the same time reading a printed version of

-1
lAdditional factors may affect the performance of aptitude test and other literacy tasks, such as the

amount of information that must be held in working memory to be used to draw inferences for making
responses, etc., bit these task deibarids are not considered here.



the message. Then, from time-to-time, a word being spoken differs from a ward on.the
printed page, and the person must circle, this mismatch. By accelerating the rate of speech,
one can determine how efficiently the person can perform this simultaneous auding and
reading task in which both oral and printed external forms of language must be converted
into the same internal form of language so that a "same" or "different" judgement can
be made'. Poorer decoders will not be able to perform this task well at the faster rates
of speech.

With the three subtests of the LAB,' it is possible to determine whether a person can
comprehend and remember connected discourse presented in spoken forth better than in
written form, whether the person knows the vocabulary of the paragraphs but cannot
process connected discourse well, and whether or not the person is an efficient decoder.

NORMATIVE DATA FOR THE LAB

To determine the distribution of auding and reading skills in the population of
military applicants, Mathews, Valentine, and Sellman (1978) administered the LAB test
to over 4,500 applicants. The present research analyzed the LAB data obtained by
Matheivs et al. to develop normative data for the LAB, and to relate scores on the LAB
to other literacy tests and composite scores of the ASVAB. Chapter 3 presents the
details of this analysis. Major findings include:

(1) Comparison of wiling and reading. Consistent with the developmental model
it was found that:

' Auding and reading are highly correlated (.73 for LAB Auding and Read ing
Paragraphs) indicating that people who are unskilled at reading are also
the least skilled in comprehending orelanguage.
The lower the reading skill, the more likely one is to find people who compre-
hend, better by auding than by reading; however, oVerall, across the full
range of reading skills in the norming population, except at the very lowest
levels, people tended to perform better by reading than by auding. This
suggests that for the majority of poor readers who apply for militarysservice,
literacy (decoding) problems are accompanied by oracy (low internal le r a I
language vocabulary and ability to process connected discourse) problems.
Performance on the LAB Vocabulary Tests exceeded performance on LAB
Paragraphs Tests suggesting that though knowledge of the vocabulary used
to express the concepts presented in the Paragraphs Tests was fairly high in
the norming population. Processing of connected discourse, as in lectures or
textbooks, presents additional' demands that make the task more difficult.
Performance on the LAB Auding/Reading Vocibii116y test exceeded perform-
ance on the LAB Reading Vocabulary test across all levels of reading skill.
Analyses of a sample of answer sheets suggested that because the Auding/

" Reading method forced examinees, to consider each item and them move
along to the next, more people completed the Auding/Readinocabulary
test than the Reading only Vocabulary test. Thus, the method of infor- .
mation display, and not necessarily the modality of information presentation
may have resulted in a' more complete and accurate assessment of people's
vocabulary knowledge with the result being higher Auding/Riiiding Vocab-
ulary test scores across reading grade lefes. This suggests that 'other vocabu-
lary tests that rely solely on self-pacing, such as the Word Knowledge (WK)
subtest of the ASVAB, may underestimate vocakaulary knowledge and hence
aptitude for learning.of 'verbal mateerials.
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Performance on, the LAB Decoding Test showed an average systematic
decline as the rate of speech was increased, indicating that efficiency of
decoding is, indeed, stressed by this technique. The correlation of the
Decoding total score with Paragraph Reading was .77 while it was .63 with
thrAuding-Paragraph test. This suggests a greater relationship to reading
than to auding skills as would be expected if reading decoding is an addi-
tional process to auding.

(2) Correlations of the\NAB With Other Literacy Tests, Tables 13 and 14 show.
intercorrelations among the LA subtests and the subtests itf:the Gates-MacGinitie,
Nelson-Denny, Basic Skills Assessment, and ASVAB tests. The data indicate that:

Correlations of Space Perception, LAB Auding Paragraphs, and LAB Read-
ing Paragraphs with other general literacy tests increase in that order, with
average correlations of .35,-63, and .73, respectively. These data were
interpreted as indicating that, cofisistent with the developmental model,
skills develop from prelinguistic modes of information pick-up through
looking and listening to form internal images; then, listening to speech
leads to oral language; and finally, looking at written language combines
visual information pick-up with oral languaging to produce reading. 'Thus"
all reading assessment is simultaneously an assessment of'space (imagery)
perception and languaging as well as deciiding.of written- symbols. Accord-
ing to this model; correlations among literacy tests ought to be highest when

. reading tests are related to other reading tests, next highest when oral language
tests are correlated with reading testi; and least highest when a measure of
the prelinguistic skills of looking and listening to form internal images
is correlated with reading tests. This is the pattern of theicorrelations given
in Table 14.

Correlations of the Space Perception, LAB Auding Paragraphsoand LAB '
Reading Paragraphs tests with the special knowledge literacy tests of the
ASVAB show increased corrglations.gpong Space Perception and the
special knowledge tests, and decreased correlations of LAB Auding and
Paragraph tests with the special knowledge tests in comparison to the general
literacy tests. The differences in correlations among general and specific
knowledge literacy tests suggest that people's relative rank order on a
literacy test will depend, among other things, upon the particular body of
knowledge being addressed by the test. Additional analyses indicate, for
instance, that the Automotive information (AI) subtest of the'ASVAB
correlates .73 with Shop Information (SI), which is what would be expected
if related bodies of special knowledge are being addressed, via language and
imagery mediators, in these two.tests. This correlation'holds even though AI
correlates only .43 with the LAB Reading Paragraphs test, and lAt a shriller
value for the Gates-MacGinitielmd Nelson-Denny reading tests. Thiksug-
gests that it is thecknowledge base, rather than the reading decoding skills'
or general language 'knowledge, such as use of fun 'on words (the, an, etc.)
and syntax that playing the major role r ering examinees on the A'

,and SI tests. Here as the correlations of able14 suggest, space/perception
and oral and written language skills are absolutely necessary for test perform-
ance, yet they are clearly not sufficient. Well structured bodies of knowledge,
sometimes called schemata-(Rumelhart1198 -appear to play A predominant
role in the special knowledge literacy tes e ASVAB.
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PREDICTING SUCCESS IN THE MILITARY WITH THE LAB

Earlier research (Sticht, et al., 1970) suggested that assessment of oracy skills in
addition to the literacy "skills assessed in the AFQT might permit a more accurate
identification of less literate applicants for military service who could, by virtue of
their oral language skills, benefit from military training and perform satisfactorily on
the job. Because the LAB assesses both oracy (auding) and literacy (reading) skills,
if permits the evaluation of this-hypothesis.

Chapter 4 presents the details of a study to evaluate the LAB as a potential supple-
m'ent to the AFQT for predicting sucCeell the military. Major findings are:

Predicting qualification status. The LAB' total score correlated almost as
well with Qualification status (qualified vs not-qualified for military service)
as did the AFQT which was actually used in determining the qualification
status. The LAB total score accounted for 35% of the variance in the
Qualification status criterion, while the AFQT accounted for 40% of this
variance. Adding the LAB Reading Vocabulary subtest to the AFQT
produced a multiple correlation that accounted for 45% of this variance.
These correlations reflect, to a large extent, the fact that both the LAB
and AFQT assess language and reading knowledge and skills (AFQT and
LAB Total scores correlate .71).

'Predicting attrition. The prediction of attrition from military service was
performed separately for attrition in the first six months, which reflects
the learning demands of initial entry and job training and orientation, and
months seven through 30, which reflects a period of job performance in
which cognitive skills are stressed least. Additionally, months to. attrition
was used as a Criterion for just that subpopulation which in fact attrited.

Attrition in the first six months. The LAB Auding Paragraphs test
correlated -.18 with attrition in the first six months which was 31% of
the maximum correlation of -.59 attainable with the point-biserial corre-
lation analysis. AFQT correlated -.11 with six months attrition. The
LAB subtest that emerged as the best addition to supplement the AFQT
was LAB Au,ding Paragraphs, though the multiple correlation of -18
did not-exceed the first order correlation of LAB Auding Paragraph'
with attrition.
Attrition in' months 7-30. Again LAB Auding Paragraphs was the best
LAB subtest predicting attrition in months 7-30, with an r of -.13 com-
pared to an r of -.11 again for the AFQT. Also, the LAB Auding Para-
graphs emerged as the befi'Stipplement to the AFQT and increased the r
from -.11 to (maximum r equals -.62 using iKe point-bisefial corre-
lation analysis).
Predicting 'total attrition across 30 months. The LAB Auding Paragraphs
once again was the best predictor of this criterion with a correlation of
-20 compared to -.15 for the AFQT. Also, the LAB Auding Paragraphs
test emerged as the'best supplement to the AFQT and increased the corre-
lation froth -.15 to -.21, not much better than the LAB Auding Para-
graphs test alone.

-- Predicting months to attrition. The Lab Reading Vocabulary stibtest--
was the best cognitive test predictor, of this-continuous variable,
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with a correlation of .20. The AFQT correlation with this variable was
less than .01. The LAB Reading vocabulary test emerged as the best t

supplement to the AFQT for predicting this criterion and increased the r
from .01 to .23.

Predicting promotion (paygrade achieved). Education level emerged as the
best predictor of paygrade achieved, with an r of .22 compared to .20 for
the AFQT. The LAB Auding Paragraphs test emerged as the best LAB

, subtest 'to supplement the AFQT and increased the r from .20 to .22.

(4) Correspondence between predictor and criterion variables. The foregoing
supports the hypothesis stated earlier that adding oracy skills to the literacy skills assessed
by the,AFQT might improve the accwacy of selection and classification procedures. Whereas
in no case are correlations very large, nonetheless, in four out of the five predictive validity
evaluations, the LAB Auding Paragraphs subtest emerged as the best LAB subtest to supple-
ment the AFQT.

The fact that attrition correlation coefficients were, in general, quite small, may reflect
the lack of correspondence between the predictor and criterion variables. As Table 16
shows, attrition due to behavior problems includes a number of factors, such as fraudulent
entry, that may have little base in cognitive task performance. The fact that, in the
present study, the prediction of attrition in the first six months was more accurate than
in months seven through 30 is consistent with the fact that the first six months of service
makes heavier demands on oracy, literacy, and learning skillflike those assessed in the
LAB (Sticht, et al., 1976; Sachar and Duffy, 1977).

When general reading tests and aptitude tests that involve reading (e.g., the AFQT)
were used to predict various job proficiency indicators in an earlier study (Sticht, 1972),
it was found that correlations of reading and AFQT tests were highest for predicting per-
formance on job reading task tests (r = .78.64), next highest in predicting job knowledge,
paper-and-pencil test scores (r = .57.36); lower yin predicting hands-on job performance
test scores (i = .40.30) and lowest for predicting supervisor ratings (r = .17.06).
The latter are within the range of values found in the present study for predicting attrition.

In general, the foregoing supports the "point-to-point" theory of Asher, which
Ymeberg and Joyner (1981, p. 31) explain considers that "Higher validities may be
possible when common or similar elements are present in the predictor and criterion."
Thus, when literacy is a component of both predictor and criterion variables, predictive
validity should be higher than when literacy is not a common element in the two varia-
bles, Inasmuch as the present study used job performance criteria with an unknown,
but presumably small point-to-point relationship to theoracy, literacy, and aptitude
tests used it is not surprising that, even though the LAB Auding Paragraphs test doubled
or tripled the variance in attrition predictable-by the AFQT, overall predictive validity
coefficients were relatively smalr. A forthcoming report will examine the effects on the
prediction of attrition through separate analyses of data for the different armed services.

CONCLUSIONS

Understanding the nature of literacy and the relationship of literacy,to aptitude assess-
ment can lead to improvements in selection and classification. The administration of the
Literacy Assessment Battery (LAB) based on the developmental model of literacy described
in Chapter 2 Increased thvalidity of the-.AFQT two or threefold in predicting attrition -

from the military in the first 30 months. Continued exploration of the nature and into -
relationships among oracy, 'literacy, and vocational aptitude tests is suggested by these
results. .
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Appendix A

NORMING DATA FOR THE
LITERACY ASSESSMNT BATTERY (LAB)

This appendix contains tables for converting LAB raw
scores into percentile scores, reading grade level scores on
three reading tests, and ASVAB composites (GT and AFQT).
See Chapter 3 of this report for instruction in using these
tables. .Further information is given in: T. Sticht, L. Hooke,
and J. Caylor. Manual for the Administrdtion and Interpre-
tation of the Literacy Assessment Battery (LAB). Final
Report 81-10. HumRRO FR-ETSD-81-10. Alexandria, VA:
Human Resources Research Organization, May 1981.
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Table A-1

Norms for Converting Auding Paragraphs Raw Scores Into
Reading Grade Level Equivalents, ASVAB Composite

Equivalents and Percentiles

,

Auding

Paragraphs

Raw Score Percentile

Gates-

MacGinitie
RGL

Nelson

Denny

R G L BSA

AF QT.

Percentile
c-

,
GT

Percentile

0* 1 2.2 1 1

1 2 2.5 6.1 3 2
2., 4 2.9 6.3 4 5

3 5 3.2 6.4 5 6

4 6 3.5 6.5 O
6 7

5 8 3.9 6.6 7 8

6 10 4.4 6.7 8 9

7 12 4.7 6.9 100 10 10

8 15 5.0 . 7.0 105 *11 11

9 19 5.4 7.2 112 12 13

.a.
10 23 5.8 7.3- 119 13 14

11 27 6.3 7.6 126 15 16
12 33 ' 6.9 7.8 133 18 19

13 38 7.5 8.2 142 22 22
14 45 8.2 8.7 149 27 29

15 51 9.1 9.2 153 32 35

18 59 9.9 10.0 160 41 44
17 69 103 11.1 165 52 55

18 76 11.1 1 2.2 170 50 84

19 . 82 11.6 13.1 172 87 70

20 89. . 11.7 13.9 176 78 78
21 94 11.9 14.7. 179 86 84
22 87. 14.9 179 91 90
23 15.0 181 97 95

,
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Table A-2

Norms for Converting Reading Paragraphs Raw Scores Into
Reading Test Grade Level Equivalents, ASVAB Composite

Equivalents and Percentiles

Reading Gates- Nelson- .

Paragraphs MacGinitie Denny AFQT GT

Raw Score Percentile RGL RGL BSA Percentile Percentile

0 1 2.2

1 3 2.7 6.1

2 4 2.9 6.3

3 5 . 3.3 6.5

4 7 3.7 6.6

5 9 4.1 6.7

6 10 4.4 \ 6.8

7 12 4.7 6.9

8 14 4.9 7.0

9 18 5.3 7.1

10 21 5.7 7.3

11 24 6.0 7.4

12 29 6,4 7.6

13 33 6.9 7.9

14 37 7.4 8.1

16 42 7.9 8.5

16 48 8.5 8.9

17 54 9.4 9.5

18 60 10.0 10.0

19 : 69 10.7 11.2

20 Ti 11.2 12.3

21, 85 11.7 13.5

22 93 11.8 14.4

23 97 11.9 14.9

24 98 , 15.0ot

I

67

1

3

4

5

6

, 8

9

1

5

6

7

9

9

100 10 10

103 11 11

110 12 12

114 14 13

121 15 15

128 17 17

135 18 19

140 21 22

144 25 26

151 30 31

156 '35 38

160 41. 45

165 53 55

170 61 ' 65

174 72 73

179 84 84

179 91 90

181 99 9P \



Table A-3

Norms for Converting Auding/Reading Vodabulary Raw Scores
Into Reading Test Grade Level Equivaleak ASVAB Composite

Equivalents and Percentiles

Auding/Reading Gates- ' Nelson- ,

Vocabulary MacGinitie Denny AFQT GT

Raw Score Percentile RGL RG'L BSA Percentile
i

Percentile
,

0'
1

3

4

5

6

7 2.1

8 2.2

9 2.2

10 1 2.3 1 1'

11 2 . 5 2 3

12 :.: 3 12.7 r 6.1 3 5

13 4 3.0, 6.4 4 5

14 5
I

13 6.5 6

15 7 3.7 6.6 6 4 7

16 8 3.9 6.6 7 8

17 9 4.2 '8 9

18 11 4.5 6.8 10 9

19 13 4.8 6.9 , 100 11 10

20 / 15 4.9 7.6 105 11 11

21 17 5.2 7.1- 107 12 12

22 20 5.5 7.2
.

114 13 13

23 24 5.9 7.4 119 15

24 30 6.6 1.7 130 17 17

, Aii;-
25 a . 7.7 8.3 142 23 24

26 52 9.2 9.3 156 33 36

27 76 11.2 12.1 170 60 64

28 99 1 1.9 15.0 181 '99 99
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Table A-4

Norms for Converting LAB Reading Vocabulary Raw Scores Into
Reading Test Grade Level Equivalents, ASVAB Composite

Equivalents and Percentiles

Reading Gates- Nelson-
. -.

Vocabulary MacGinitie Denny AFGT GT
Raiv Score Percentile RGL RGL BSA Percentile Percentile

0

1

2

3 2.1

4 2.2

5 1 2.3 1 1

6 2 2.5 2 3

7 3 2.7 6.1 3 5

8 4 2.9 6.3 4 5

9 4 3.2 6.4 4 5

10 5 3.5 6.5 5 6

11 6 3.6 6.6 '5 6

12 8 3.9 6.6 7 .8

13 9 4.1 6.7 8 9

14 10 4.4 6.7 9 9

15 11 4.5 6.8 10 9

16 12 4.7 6.9 100 10 10

17 4 13 4.8 6.9 103 11 10

18 16 5:0 7.0 105 12 11

19 17 5.2 7.1 107 12 12

20 20 5:5 7.2 114 13 14'
21 23 5.11 7.3 119 15 15

22 27 6.2 7.5 126 16 16

23 32 6.8 7.8 133 18 18

24 39 7.i 8.2 , 142 23 23

-25
.a.

411 17 9.0 151 31 '13
26 82 10.2 10.2 183 '44, 48

27 82 , 11.5 13.1 172 $7 70

28 99 11.9 15.0 101 99 99

ti4
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Table A-5

Norms for Converting. LAB Decang Raw Scores Into
Reading Test Grade Level Equivalentt,

ASVAB Composite Equivale is and Percentiles

Decoding

Raw,

Score Percentile

Decoding 10Q WPM

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

v10

2

3

4

5

6

8

10

15

41

99

Decoding 150 WPM

0 3

1 , 5

2 6

3 9

4 11

5 14

6 18

7 24

8 34

9 56

10 99

Decoding 200 WPM

0 5'
1

r
8

2 13

3 17

4 23

5 29

6 '37

7 47

8 63

9 82

10 99

Dectiding 250 WPM

0

1

2

3

4
5

$

13

22

31

9

. 10 99

Gates.

Mac Ginnie,

RGL

Nelson.

Denny
RGL BSA

I AFQT
Percentile

GT

Percentile

2.6 6.1 2 3

2.9 6.3 3 5

3.2 6.4 4 5

3.3 6.5 5 6

3.6 6.5 5 7

, 3 9 6.6 7 8

4.5 6.7 100 8 9

4.9 7.0 105 11 11

5.8 7.3 119 15 15

7.8 8.4 144 24 25

11.9 15.0 181 99 99

2.7 6.1 3 5

3.3 6.5 6

3.7 6.6 5 .. 6

41 6.7 7 9

4.5 6.8 100 8 4

4.8 6.9 103 11 10

5.7 7.1 110 12 12

59 7.1 119 15 15

7.1 8.0 135 19 20

9.6 9.6 158 37 42

11.9 15.0 AI i 99 99^

3.3 6.5 5 6

4.1 6.7 8

4.8 8.9 100 9 10

5.2 7.1 107 11 11

5.8 7.3 119 15 14

6.4 7.7 128 17 17

7.4 8.1 14Q 21 22

"8.5 8.9, 151 29 30

10.2 10.1 163 45 49

11.6 13.1 '172 68 70

11.9 15.0, 181 A *99 99

f i .

4.7. 6.9 100 10

5.8 7.3 117 14 14 ./,.
6.7 7.3 . 130 IS 18

7.7 13 142 24 24

17 19 461 .30 32

11 13 111 44

113 1t1 111 32 54

11.2 '12.1'
.`

170 OS 14 .
114 11.2 174 71 73

11.9 -KS 179 . 14

31.9 . 13.0 181 . 98 99

C
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Table A-6

Norms for Converting LAB Decoding Total Scores Into
Reading Test Grade Level Equivalents,

ASVAB Composite Equivalents and Percentages

Decoding Gates- Nelson-

Total Mac Ginitie Denny

Raw Score Percentile RGL RGL i BSA

AF QT

Percentile

GT

Percentile

0

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

9-10

11-12

13-14

15-16

17-18

19-20

21-22

23-24

25-26

27-28

29-30

31.32

33-34

35-36

37-38

39-40

1

.2
4

5

6

7

9

11

13

15

19

22

27

i 33
40

47

56

67

79

90

99

2.3

2.6

3.0

32
3.6

3.8

4.1

4.5

4.7 -

5.0

5.4

5.8

6.2

6.9

7.6

8.4

9.6

10.6

11.4

11.8

11.9

6.1

'6.2

6.4

6.5

6.6

6.6

6.7

6.9

7.0

7.2

7.3

7.5

7.8

8.3

8.8

9.7

10.9

126
14.1

15.0

100

103

105

112

117

126

135

142

151

158

165

172

176

1810

1

3

4

5

5

6

8

9

10

11

13

14

16

18

23

29

37,
50

63

80-

99

1

3

6

6

7

7

9

10

10

11

13

14

16

19

24

30

42

53

67

79

99

7

... /I,

71

80
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a Table A-7

Norms for Converting LAB Total Raw Scores Into
° Reading Test Grade Level Equivalents, ASVAB Composite

Equivalents and Percentiles

LAB
Total

Gates-

Mac Ginitie

Nelson-

Denny AFQT GT

Rare Percentile RGL RGL BSA . Percentile Percentile

,
0-20 .1

21-25' 1 2.2

26-30 2 2.4

31-35 2 2.6

36-40 3 2.8

41.45 4 3.1

46-50 6 3.5

51.55 7 3.8

56-60 8 ; 4.1

61-65 10 4.3

66-70 11 4.6 '
71-75 13 4.8

76-80 15 5.0

81.85 18 5.2

86-90 22 5.8

91.95 25 5.9

96-100 29 6.5
. 101.105 35 7.1

106.110 42 7.8

111-115 49 .8.6. '

116-120 57 - 9.7

121-125 68 10.6

126-130 79 11.4'

131-135 90 11.7

136-140 97 11.9

141-144 ,, 99 -

6.1

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

6.6

6.7

6.8

6.9

7.0

7.1

7.2

7.4

7.7

8.0

8.5_

8.9

9.8-

10.9

12.6

14.

1 .0

1; 1

2 2

3 2

3 5

4 5

;5 6

6 7

7 8

9 9

10 10

100 11 10

105 11 11

110 13 12

117 14 14

121 15 16

128 17 17

137 19 21

144 25 26'

151 30 - 32

158 33 43

165 52 54

172 62 67

176 80 79

179- 91 90

181 99 99

IN
¢
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Table A-8

Norms for Converting Gates-MacGinitie
Reading.Levels to Levels on '

ABLE and TABE Tests

Gates-Mac Ginitie AB LE TA BE

4.0 5. 5-

4.1 5. 6

4.5 5.7

4.6 5.8

4.8 6.0

5.1 6.2

5.3 6.3

5.4 6.5

5.6 6.6

5.7 6.7

5.8 6.8 8.0

6.0 6.9 8.1

6.1 7.0 8.1

6.2 7.2 8.1

6.3 7.3 8.2

6.4 7.4 , 8.3

6.6 7.5 8.4

6.7 7.6 8.5

7.0 7.7 8.9

7.2 7.8 9.0

7.4 7.9 .. 9.1

. 7.5 8.0 . 9.2 411;

7.7 8.1
.- c

9.4

8.1
..*,

&2 9.r
8.4 8.3 9.6.-,

8.7 8.5 9.7

8.9 8.6 9.8

8.9 8.6 9.8

9.0 ° *-t 8.7 9.8

9.3 8.8 9.9

Li 0.9 9.9

9:7 9.0 10.0

10.0 9.2 10.1

10.4 14 10.2

10.0 9.5 10.3

44 . U . 10.4

11.0 .9.8 , 10.5
3

11.3' 10.1 10.8

114 163 ° 11.2

117 114 11.3

111+ 10:5+ 11.4+


